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1. Introduction  
 
In the past two decades sport and other forms of physical activity have been used 
deliberately to reach social development goals and as tools in peace-building and peace-
keeping operations across the globe, within the so-called ‘sport for development and peace’ 
(SDP) domain. Participants and organisers of SDP initiatives are naturally involved in sport; 
therefore, it is important to note how sport participation can affect them. 
Individuals are socialised into sport by agents of socialisation. These agents are the 
people, groups and institutions around us that help us learn what we need to know to function 
properly in society (Delaney and Madigan 2015). If we are surrounded by family members, 
peers and other significant others who are involved in sport; the media distributes pro-sport 
messages, and the government puts policies in place that encourage sport participation, we 
are likely to get involved in sport. Sport participation is perceived as a positive habit for two 
reasons primarily. Firstly, sports provide opportunities for skill development, competence 
and conditioning; secondly, sport is a platform that promotes cultural values and norms 
(Delaney and Madigan 2015).   
Functionalism, a dominant macrosociological theory in the 1950s and 1960s, 
examines the characteristics of social patterns, structures, systems and institutions. 
Functionalism views society as an organised system of interrelated parts which seeks balance. 
Sport is a social institution, therefore, can be examined through functionalism (Delaney and 
Madigan 2015).   
Participation in sport has many functions in society. Pickup (2012) calls sport an 
‘educational Trojan horse’, claiming that sport can engage, foster a sense of belonging and 
inspire, and if this potential is acted upon appropriately, then the true educative value of a 
sport can be tapped upon (2012). He adds that sport can be particularly useful when other 
means of learning and teaching have failed. 
Apart from its above-mentioned educational function, sport has several other roles 
that help the development of individuals. These include its ability to help us keep physically 
and mentally fit, therefore keep our well-being, and plays an essential role in the prevention 
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and reduction of the impact of several health-related conditions. The European Commission 
supports sport on a European scale as it recognises that it is a tool for inclusion and integration 
of marginalised groups that are at risk of discrimination; for instance, refugees, migrants and 
people with disabilities. Sport can help members of these groups to interact and integrate 
with other social groups. (European Commission 2011).  
Stevenson and Nixon (1972) claim that sport has five functions by which it supports 
the social system, so it maintains equilibrium and operates efficiently. These are: its 
socioemotional function – which gives opportunities to people to solve conflicts and bond 
with each other; socialisation; social integration; political functions – for instance, when we 
sing a national anthem before sporting events; and social mobility – by which sport helps 
individuals improve their socio-economic status (Delaney and Madigan 2015).   
Sport consumption is a leisure time activity that has various forms in today’s society. 
We can be active participants of leisure sport competitions and festivals; be part of sports 
events as spectators; follow those events through traditional and new media and can take part 
in sports betting related to them. Most of these involvements generate income for the 
organisers and have financial costs for the consumers, therefore have an economic impact. 
Involvement in sport can also take the form of volunteering, be it a one-time occasion 
or a long-term commitment. Voluntary activity in sport has several societal benefits, 
including its contribution to one’s employability, social inclusion and higher civic 
participation (European Commission 2011). 
It is important to note that sport possesses both functional and dysfunctional aspects 
(Delaney and Madigan 2015). It means that besides the above-mentioned positive aspects, 
sport and related activities can have negative impacts on individuals and society as well. 
Sport can be the platform of antisocial attitudes and behaviour, such as racism, xenophobia 
and sexism, which can manifest in social exclusion of certain individuals and groups. 
Moreover, sports results can be manipulated by match-fixing and using banned substances, 
affecting athletes, spectators and the whole world of sport in a negative manner.  
As Patriksson argues, sport can have both positive and negative outcomes and he 
highlights the importance of examining what conditions are necessary for sport to reach 
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positive outcomes (Patriksson 1995). When researching the links between sport participation 
and positive youth development, Coakley stated that sport participation on its own does not 
automatically lead to developmental outcomes, but these outcomes depend on a variety of 
factors, including the type of sport practiced, the context under which the participation 
occurs, one’s social relationships formed during participation, and so on (Coakley 2011). 
Giulianotti stresses that we need to make critical sociological analyses about the actual 
‘function’ of sport in achieving societal objectives. He points out that sport can have 
significant benefits under particularly difficult circumstances, but “only when the 
‘development’ projects are rooted in meaningful dialogue with recipient groups, and when 
such programmes are accompanied by more direct policies to alleviate disease, hunger, war 
and forced migration” (Giulianotti 2004).  
Socialisation has numerous aspects that are prevalent in socialisation into and 
socialisation through sport as well. Firstly, we continuously receive feedback from our 
entourage regarding our past choices, which might affect our future decisions. As 
socialisation is a two-way process, this feedback-giving works both ways. For instance, 
athletes and coaches influence one another, and contribute to each other’s socialisation within 
sport. Secondly, during our socialisation in sport, we can take on numerous roles. For 
example, one can start off as a junior athlete, and go on to pursue his/her career as an elite 
athlete, while others go on a different path: they might drop out of sports completely, remain 
leisure sport enthusiasts or work as sports professionals. 
SDP programmes are aiming at making a positive impact on individuals and/or 
communities, using sport and physical activities among other tools. These programmes vary 
in their target groups, their methods, the type of sport they use and the degree to which they 
can have an impact on the participants. However, they all strive to utilise the possibilities that 
come along with participation in physical activities: concentrating on one’s goals, making 
new friends, forming a team, understanding oneself and each other, responsible risk-taking, 
etc. 
The recent expansion of sport for development and peace can be explained with 
manifold reasons. One of them is that SDP is a response to the need for new strategies and 
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methods in international development, as it was recognised that the orthodox policies of 
development did not succeed in delivering their objectives (Levermore and Beacom 2009). 
Eric Dienes, a former staff member of the United Nations Office on Sport for Development 
and Peace (UNOSDP), explains why the United Nations attributes great importance to sport 
in its policies. He states that “sport, through its convening power, can help to reach out to 
persons in remote areas or to those individuals and communities that may have been 
inaccessible or unwilling to take part in traditional development and peace-building 
initiatives and project designs” (Dienes 2012). 
Another reason for SDP’s growing global popularity is the great support it has 
received from United Nations (UN) agencies, international governing bodies of sport, such 
as the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and the International Federation of 
Association Football (FIFA) and world-class athletes. The UN has been a long-time 
supporter of SDP. In 1993, the UN General Assembly accepted two resolutions that support 
utilising the societal role of sport: one about the Olympic Truce and one that declared 1994 
to be the International Year of Sport and the Olympic Ideal. Since then, the UN took various 
significant actions regarding the institutionalisation of SDP, such as the foundation of the 
UNOSDP in 2001 and the establishment of its Inter-Agency Task Force on Sport for 
Development in 2002.  
The IOC founded the Olympic Solidarity Programme in 1961 to assist national 
Olympic committees that have the greatest needs. Even though the programme has various 
elements and supports athlete development and coaches’ training primarily, it supports SDP 
projects as well (International Olympic Committee website, accessed on 25 June 2019). On 
the other hand, the IOC has been a long-time partner of the UN. One of the most significant 
steps in this partnership was in 2009 when the IOC was granted Permanent Observer status 
in the UN General Assembly. Since then, the IOC can attend and contribute to meetings and 
promote sport among UN member states (International Olympic Committee website, 
accessed on 25 June 2019). 
FIFA runs its SDP initiative in co-operation with an SDP non-governmental 
organisation, streetfootballworld since 2005. Football for Hope supports football-based 
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community projects, and it aims to help improve the lives of young people around the world 
(FIFA website, accessed on 25 June 2019). FIFA puts great emphasis on promoting this 
initiative through traditional and social media, which helps the SDP movement to become 
more and more known worldwide. 
Involving athletes in SDP projects has numerous benefits: athletes can boost their 
image, while organisations can enhance their impact. This partnership can potentially result 
in resource-mobilisation providing the necessary support for SDP projects. For example, an 
SDP organisation, Right To Play, works with star sportspeople because these athletes “know 
firsthand the positive impact sport and play can have” (Bardocz-Bencsik et al. 2019). 
The third reason of SDP’s expansion worldwide is the rhetoric of the so-called ‘sport 
evangelists’, who have been making wide-ranging claims about the capacity of sport to 
address the topic of personal and social development (Coalter 2015). Many of them justify 
their claims by quoting former South African president and Nobel Peace Prize winner Nelson 
Mandela. In his famous speech at the Laureus World Sports Awards in 2000, Mandela stated 
that “Sport has the power to change the world. It has the power to inspire. (…) Sport can 
create hope where once there was only despair. It is more powerful than government in 
breaking down racial barriers.” (YouTube channel of Laureus Sport for Good, accessed on 
18 August 2019). The evidence is that SDP initiatives could indeed have a beneficial impact 
on participants’ education, health and well-being, but only if conducted in a responsible, 
culturally appropriate way with community support (Kidd 2008). As a Hungarian outlook, it 
is notable that similar claims are present in the bidding document of Budapest for the 
‘European Capital of Sport 2019’ title. In his welcome message, István Tarlós, Mayor of 
Budapest stated that “We consider it important to acknowledge that sport is a strong 
stabilizing force, and can assist in reducing the social, ethnic, and religious strains existing 
in the world; it can also enable people to find peaceful solutions to these complex problems” 
(Bidding document for the European Capital of Sport 2019 candidature of Budapest 2015). 
In the same document, in another welcome message, Dr Jenő Kamuti, President of the 
International Fair Play Committee and of the Union of Budapest Sports Associations claimed 
that “The spirit of sport can become a notable influence in the emergence of the social impact 
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that sport can exert on issues such as equal opportunity projects, handling of social tensions, 
reintroducing the jobless into the workforce and finding solutions to other daily problems” 
(Bidding document for the European Capital of Sport 2019 candidature of Budapest 2015). 
Parallel with gaining popularity on the level of practice, SDP has also become a 
trending topic of research. The area has been studied across various disciplines of sport, for 
instance in management, sociology, education, health and public policy, along with conflict 
and peace studies (Schulenkorf et al. 2016). A review of the extensive English language 
literature of SDP is presented in the forthcoming chapter. 
 
1.1 Justification of the topic selection 
 
I am a lifetime enthusiast of sport – as a leisure sports practitioner, as a sports 
consumer, as a sports journalist and nevermore, as an SDP practitioner. When I first heard 
about SDP in the early 2010s, I immediately got interested in the concept and wanted to learn 
and conduct research about it. Straight from the start, I was eager to understand under what 
circumstances SDP initiatives can have a positive impact on their participants. Therefore, I 
always kept a critical pair of eyes on the SDP sector. 
Synthesising my experience as an SDP practitioner and researcher, I undertake the 
task of providing an overview of the sector on the international scale, identifying its 
stakeholders and their main challenges. Despite SDP’s popularity in English language 
research, there has been a minimal amount of work done on SDP with a Hungarian outlook. 
I attempt to fill this void and present the SDP domain with a Hungarian perspective.  
My main objective with this dissertation is to provide an overview of the SDP concept 
to the potential Hungarian stakeholders of the sector, to explore the current Hungarian 
relations with regards to the field and to reveal potential opportunities in SDP. I firmly 
believe that there is a vast potential in SDP in Hungary that is yet to be explored and 




1.2 Literature review 
 
The dissertation investigates the sport for development and peace field, including its 
development throughout history, its stakeholders and their challenges, among other topics. 
In order to get a better understanding of the subject of the dissertation, the literature review 
starts with the definition of some key terms related to SDP. Later on, the history of SDP is 
presented, focusing on its international policy context and institutionalisation, highlighting 
the most relevant United Nations documents. The next sub-chapter gives an overview of the 
rich English language literature of SDP, presenting its growth as a topic of scientific interest.  
 
1.2.1 Definition of key terms 
 
According to the European Sport Charter, sport is “all forms of physical activity 
which, through casual or organised participation, aim at expressing or improving physical 
fitness and mental well-being, forming social relationships or obtaining results in competition 
at all levels” (Council of Europe 1992). On the other hand, sport is part of culture in every 
society, if we consider that culture is made up of preserved values, followed norms and 
material goods of the members of a group (Giddens 2003). 
The meaning of the word ‘development’ has multiple layers. Throughout the 
dissertation, I understand development as the United Nations define it. Therefore, 
development is “a multidimensional undertaking to achieve a higher quality of life for all 
people. Economic development, social development and environmental protection are 
interdependent and mutually reinforcing components of sustainable development” (UNGA 
1997). 
Sport for development and peace (SDP) is the “intentional use of sport, physical 
activity and play to attain specific development and peace objectives, including, most 
notably, the Millennium Development Goals” (SDPIWG 2008a) and, since 2015, the 
Sustainable Development Goals of the UN. 
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The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) were eight global development goals 
listed in the United Nations Millennium Declaration in 2000. By signing the declaration, 189 
UN member states agreed on trying to achieve these goals by 2015 (UNGA 2000). 
As most of the sport for development and peace projects initiated in the early 2000s 
aimed at contributing to these goals, it is important to list them here: 
 
#1: Eradicate extreme poverty and hunger  
#2: Achieve universal primary education  
#3: Promote gender equality and empower women  
#4: Reduce child mortality  
#5: Improve maternal health  
#6: Combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases  
#7: Ensure environmental sustainability 
#8: Develop a global partnership for development (UN website, accessed on 3 July 2019). 
 
A 2003 report of the UN Inter-Agency Task Force on Sport for Development and 
Peace examines the potential contribution of sport in achieving the Millennium Development 
Goals, pointing towards the lessons learned since their introduction and forming 
recommendations for the future use of sport for development. The document emphasises that 
appropriately designed sport-based projects are cost-effective tools to be used in 
development and peace-related initiatives, complementing the already existing activities of 
the UN (2003). The report explores how sport can contribute to maintaining good health; 
how it can support the battle against HIV/AIDS; how it can foster education; how it plays a 
role in sustainable economic and social development and can contribute to peace-building. It 
also points out that sport can be used as a communications tool, for instance, by acting upon 
the popularity of sports stars and the attention that major events attract. The document also 
highlights the importance of establishing and maintaining strategic partnerships with 
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stakeholders in the world of sport, as it helps reach the eighth MDG, which is developing a 
global partnership for development (2003). 
As in 2015 the MDGs came to the end of their term, a post-2015 agenda was formed, 
containing 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). These goals make up a plan to build 
a better world by 2030, and all 193 UN member states adopted them in 2015 (UNGA 2015). 
The SDGs are a call for action by all countries to promote prosperity while protecting the 
environment. They encompass strategies that aim to “end poverty, build economic growth 
and address a range of social needs including education, health, equality and job opportunities 
while tackling climate change and preserve the oceans and forests”. (UN website, accessed 
on 20 June 2019). As these goals are in the focus of many SDP initiatives that were 
established since 2015, it is important to list them here: 
 
#1: End poverty in all its forms everywhere 
#2: End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable 
agriculture 
#3: Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages 
#4: Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning 
opportunities for all 
#5: Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls 
#6: Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all 
#7: Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all 
#8: Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive 
employment and decent work for all  
#9: Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and 
foster innovation 
#10: Reduce inequality within and among countries 
#11: Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable 
#12: Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns 
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#13: Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts 
#14: Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable 
development 
#15: Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably 
manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt 
biodiversity loss 
#16: Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access 
to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels 
#17: Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership for 
sustainable development (UN website, accessed on 20 July 2019). 
 
In 2017, a key stakeholder of SDP, the Commonwealth Secretariat published a guide 
to support the contribution of sport towards the SDGs. They prioritised six goals that sport 
can contribute to most effectively.  
Goal #3 about enhancing health and well-being can be reached with the contribution of 
regular physical activity, as it reduces the risks of several non-communicable diseases and 
can have further psychological and social health benefits. 
Sport, physical activity and physical education can contribute to Goal #4, which is 
about quality education for all, as it is recognised as an important contributor to holistic 
education. It is also acknowledged that integrating experiential learning opportunities into 
sport-based activities can contribute to personal and skill development. This recognition is 
highly important as experiential, non-formal education methods are widely used in sport for 
development activities. 
Goal #5 about gender equality and women’s empowerment has multiple facets in the 
context of sport. It is about enabling girls’ and women’s safe participation in sport and sports 
leadership; eradicating all forms of violence against women and girls in sport and also 
promoting female role models in sport. 
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Goal #8, the promotion of sustained and sustainable economic growth and decent 
work for all is supported by sport as well. The contribution of the sport industry to economic 
growth is recognised; however, it is important to be able to measure the sport-related 
economic and employment opportunities. Sport-based volunteering opportunities and 
entrepreneurial practices are also known as contributors to reaching Goal #8. 
Making cities and other settlements inclusive, safe and sustainable can be achieved 
by support from sport. Providing opportunities for physical activity in open and green spaces 
can contribute to reaching Goal #11. Sport stadia design can be done in a sustainable manner, 
reducing the environmental impacts of such facilities. 
Sport can also contribute to Goal #16, promoting peaceful and inclusive societies, 
providing access to justice for all and building effective and inclusive institutions. It is 
recognised that the high profile of sport and also participatory approaches can contribute to 
the elimination of violence and peace-building. Also, the cross-cultural nature of sport, along 
with appropriate leaders and role models from the sporting world can be utilised in sport-
based peace-building interventions, but always taking into consideration the broader 
processes of conflict-resolution and peace-building. With regards to Goal #16, it is also 
important to address the practices that threaten the integrity of sport, such as corruption, 
match-fixing and doping. Tackling these issues require good governance and child 
safeguarding practices in sport organisations. 
Lastly, Goal #17, strengthening the global partnership for sustainable development, 
can be reached by sport’s contribution. Goal #17 means a collective approach in working 
towards all 17 goals, both on a national and a global level, including sports organisations. 
(Lindsey and Chapman 2017). These examples can serve as an underpinning to the statement 
of Lindsey and Darby, who call the late 2010s “a time when sport has found itself more 
strongly positioned within global development policy than ever before” (Lindsey and Darby 
2018). 
The most widely used categorisation of SDP projects based on the developmental 
challenge they address, is the one in the collection of studies entitled Sport and International 
Development. Edited by Roger Levermore and Aaron Beacom and first published in 2009, 
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the publication uses six categories to group the SDP projects that had been enlisted on the 
International Platform on Sport and Development (IPSD), sportanddev.org. These categories 
are the following: conflict resolution and intercultural understanding; building physical, 
social, sport and community infrastructure; raising awareness, particularly through 
education; empowerment; direct impact on physical and psychological health and general 
welfare; economic development/poverty alleviation (Levermore and Beacom 2009). In order 
to make this categorisation a hands-on one for this research, practical examples of each are 
presented below. Throughout the dissertation, I will use this categorisation when referring to 
the developmental challenge SDP projects focus on. 
An example of a project on conflict resolution and intercultural understanding is the 
one of SDP NGO Peace and Sport in the African Great Lakes Region. This educational 
project was running between 2007 and 2016 in the post-conflict border zone between three 
countries and it aimed at providing guidance to young people – including child soldiers – in 
reintegration (Peace and Sport website, accessed on 15 June 2020). 
An SDP project on infrastructure-building is the one of love.fútbol. This United 
States-based NGO raises funds to finance materials, engages local communities and provides 
technical guidance to them to build or redefine their own football pitches (Love Fútbol 
website, accessed on 15 April 2020). 
An awareness-raising project is the one of the Kicking AIDS Out Network. The 
network was established in South Africa, but now has members all over the globe. It 
combines physical activities with HIV and AIDS awareness-raising and education 
(Caribbean Sport and Development Agency website, accessed on 15 April 2020). 
An empowerment-focused project is the one of the Swiss Academy for Development 
in Kenya. The project ran in 2016-2017 and aimed at teaching young people how to protect 
themselves and others from sexual violence. The project applied sport and play-based lessons 
and educated children about their rights and the importance of social courage in the context 
of sexual violence (Swiss Academy for Development website, accessed on 15 April 2020). 
An organisation that aims to have a direct impact on physical and psychological 
health and general welfare is AccesSurf in Hawaii. The NGO has multiple programmes that 
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provide adaptive water sports participation opportunities for people with disabilities. Their 
participants claim that AccesSurf activities helped them “feel free and normal for the first 
time in years” and made them “confident to try new things”, boosting their mental health 
(AccesSurf website, accessed on 15 April 2020). 
An SDP initiative that targets economic development/poverty alleviation is the one 
of the German Development Cooperation and its Ethiopian partners. The consortium has 
developed a method to improve the employability competencies of young people. The sport-
based method is thoroughly explained in their Sport2Work manual (IPSD website, accessed 
on 10 April 2020). 
The next term I define is ‘beneficiary’. Throughout the dissertation, I primarily use 
the word to refer to those individuals who take part in SDP programmes. Most of these 
programmes are targeted towards children and young people whose social, financial, familial 
and/or health situation is disadvantaged. A minority of these programmes are focused on 
adults in disadvantaged situations, including reintegration into society after time in a 
penitentiary institution or life after drug and/or alcohol addiction. Secondarily, I use the term 
‘beneficiary’ to refer to those organisations that receive external funding to deliver SDP 
initiatives.  
 As partnerships among different types of stakeholders are key in the work towards 
the SDGs, I define two types of actors that are important in sport for development and peace 
partnerships. Non-governmental organisations (NGOs) are voluntary groups of individuals 
or organisations, usually not affiliated with any government. They are formed to provide 
services or to advocate public policy, and they work on issues such as human rights, 
environmental protection, disaster relief and development assistance. The scope of their 
activity can be local, national or international. They can be financed by private 
donations, governmental funding and international organisations (Encyclopaedia Britannica 
2019). 
The other term to define is high-profile athletes. I will investigate their involvement 
in SDP as ambassadors in this dissertation; therefore, it is important to explain what I mean 
on high-profile athletes. I define an athlete ‘high-profile’ if they have been involved in 
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competitive sport on an international level, at least as members of the national team of their 
country. Using this definition allows me to include those athletes in my research who might 
not have been among the best and most well-known athletes on the international stage in their 
discipline, but could still be influential as the ambassador of an SDP initiative or organisation 
when it comes to promotion and fundraising in the local context. 
 
1.2.2 A history of SDP: international policy context and institutionalisation 
 
The origin of SDP is to be found when exploring the common history of the sport and 
the development sectors. The first partnership agreement between a UN-body – the 
International Labour Organization (ILO) – and a sport-governing body – the IOC – was 
signed in 1922. It is worth noting that the ILO was not yet a UN agency in 1922, as the United 
Nations was founded in 1945. The ILO became the first UN specialised agency in 1946, and 
multiple pieces in the SDP literature refer to the ILO-IOC agreement as to the first steps of 
sport within the UN system. (Dienes 2012, Kleiner 2009). Multiple similar actions followed 
this agreement over the decades, including the adoption of UNESCO’s International Charter 
of Physical Education and Sport. The charter proclaimed that the practice of physical 
education and sport is a fundamental human right and that they are essential elements of 
lifelong education (UNESCO 1978). 
In the 1990s other milestones were reached in the development of the SDP sector: in 
1993 the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) accepted two resolutions related to 
sport, which meant that the UN was attributing more and more significance to sport on the 
international level.  Resolution 48/10 proclaimed 1994 as the International Year of Sport and 
the Olympic Ideal in commemoration of the 100th anniversary of the IOC’s foundation. The 
resolution is 
“Recognizing that the goal of the Olympic Movement is to build a peaceful and better 
world by educating the youth of the world through sport and culture” and is  
“Recognizing also that the Olympic ideal is to promote international understanding 




In Resolution 48/11, in an attempt to restore the ancient Greek tradition of the 
‘Olympic Truce’, the UNGA  
“Commends the International Olympic Committee, the International Sports 
Federations and the national Olympic committees for their efforts to mobilize the 
youth of the world in the cause of peace” and therefore 
 “Urges Member States to observe the Olympic Truce from the seventh day before 
the opening and the seventh day following the closing of each of the Olympic Games, 
in accordance with the appeal launched by the International Olympic Committee” 
(UNGA 1993a). 
 
In 1994, the home-favourite hero of the Lillehammer Winter Olympic Games, three-
time gold medallist speed skater Johann Koss used his post-Games popularity to set up 
Olympic Aid, a fundraising organisation to support children in need. With this action, Koss 
founded one of the most well-known SDP organisations, currently named Right To Play. 
Since the early 2000s, the UN acknowledged that sport can contribute to reaching the 
MDGs with several actions. In 2001 the United Nations Office on Sport for Development 
and Peace (UNOSDP) was founded, and a new mandate was formed to lead the office, called 
the UN Secretary-General's Special Adviser on Sport for Development and Peace. UNOSDP 
served as the entry point to the UN system with regards to SDP. (Dienes 2012). The office 
assisted the Special Adviser to fulfil his advocative, facilitative and representational tasks 
until its closure in early 2017. 
In 2002, an Inter-Agency Task Force was established within the UN system to collect 
and review UN programmes using sport. The Task Force aimed to stimulate a more 
systematic use of sport in the activities of UN agencies, to encourage the UN system to use 
sport even more in their work and to generate greater support for these activities among 
governments and sport-related organisations. The Task Force brought together UN agencies 
with notable experience in using sport, for instance the ILO, the Joint United Nations 
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Programme on HIV and AIDS (UNAIDS), the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Refugees (UNHCR) and the United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund 
(UNICEF) (Inter-Agency Task Force on Sport for Development and Peace 2003).  
In 2003 the first international conference on sport and development was held in 
Magglingen, Switzerland. A declaration was published as the proceedings of the event, 
emphasising the significance of sport in conflict prevention and peace promotion (Sport and 
Development International Conference 2003). 2003 was an important year in the formation 
of the SDP sector for one more reason: the International Platform on Sport and Development, 
sportanddev.org was launched as a database of development projects that use sport. 
In 2004, the Sport for Development and Peace International Working Group 
(SDPIWG) was formed with representatives from ministers of sport, youth and development 
from 15 countries, directors from the UN system and non-governmental organisations. The 
SDPIWG is a policy initiative aiming at promoting the integration of SDP policy 
recommendations into national and international development strategies (SDPIWG 2008a). 
In its beginning, Right To Play, the aforementioned influential SDP NGO hosted its 
secretariat. 
2005 was the United Nations’ International Year of Sport and Physical Education, 
and several UN agencies joined the campaign of the year, such as UNICEF, the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and the Office of the 
United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights. Some of them are still using sport for 
human development (Dienes 2012). 
Another significant milestone in the institutionalisation of SDP was the 67/296 
UNGA resolution in 2013. The document proclaimed the 6th of April the International Day 
of Sport for Development and Peace (IDSDP), and it invited all relevant stakeholders to 
observe and raise awareness of the day. The resolution states that the General Assembly is 
“Recalling the mission and role of the International Olympic Committee, as set out 
in the Olympic Charter, in placing sport at the service of humankind and in promoting 
a peaceful society and healthy lifestyles by associating sport with culture and 
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education and safeguarding human dignity without any discrimination whatsoever, 
and welcoming the partnerships the Committee has established with many 
organizations of the United Nations system, including the International Forum on 
Sport, Peace and Development, organized jointly with the United Nations Office on 
Sport for Development and Peace” (UNGA 2013).  
 
As later in the thesis I will explore high-profile athletes’ contribution to SDP, it is 
worth noting that when the UNGA accepted the above-mentioned resolution, Novak 
Djokovic addressed the General Assembly, thanking the member states for proclaiming the 
6th of April the IDSDP. Novak Djokovic was the number one ranked male tennis player in 
the world back then and had already been working in SDP through his foundation and as an 
ambassador of an SDP NGO, Peace and Sport. 
Since 2014, the IDSDP has been celebrated every year by the global community of 
SDP, including governmental and non-governmental, sporting and non-sporting 
organisations and high-profile athletes alike (Bardocz-Bencsik et al. 2018). 
When listing the milestones in the institutionalisation of SDP, I must mention that it 
came to a halt with the closure of the UNOSDP in 2017. The reason for the closure was the 
mutual will of the UN Secretary-General and the IOC President to establish a “direct 
partnership between the UN and the IOC”. In a news piece published on 5 May 2017 on the 
IOC’s website it is stated that “this is a more streamlined approach and will avoid parallel 
work” (International Olympic Committee website, accessed on 11 December 2018). 
Since the closure, the IOC and UN bodies launched several joint SDP initiatives, 
filling in their direct partnership with content. One example is the establishment of the 
Olympic Refuge Foundation in September 2017. The IOC’s aim with the foundation is “to 
create safe, basic and accessible sports facilities in areas where there are refugees, a displaced 
migrant population and internally displaced people” (International Olympic Committee 
website, accessed on 7 July 2019). The foundation develops SDP projects in collaboration 
with UNHCR and other stakeholders.  
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Another IOC initiative that has been supported by a UN body is ‘Become the Light’. 
The IOC campaign launched in November 2017 aimed “to promote the Olympic values of 
excellence, friendship and respect” (International Olympic Committee website, accessed on 
7 July 2019). Through this initiative, the IOC has provided solar-powered lighting solutions 
for over 55000 refugees in the Mahama Refugee Camp in Rwanda, through a partnership 
with UNHCR. 
Since the early 2000s, parallel with the institutionalisation of the sector, hundreds of 
NGOs were founded delivering SDP initiatives. Moreover, hundreds of stakeholders from 
both the sport and the development sector joined the global SDP movement.  
 
1.2.3 Relevant typologies in the English language literature of SDP 
 
The English language literature of SDP is considerably rich, especially when we take 
into account the recent emergence of scientific interest in the field. Albeit the expression 
‘sport for development and peace’ and its abbreviation, SDP, is used throughout the thesis, 
it is worth noting that there are some other expressions used in the literature that cover the 
topic. ‘Sport for development’ – also referred to as ‘SfD’ and ‘S4D’ – is used for instance by 
Colluci (2012) and Farkas et al. (2012), ‘sport and development’ – ‘S&D’ – is the term 
Hartmann and Kwauk (2011) and Bates (2012) use; while Coalter (2007) and Levermore and 
Beacom (2009) refer to ‘sport-in-development’ in their works. ‘Play for development’ – PFD 
– is a less often used expression to cover the topic, for instance, by Sterchele (2015). SDP is 
the most commonly used term in the literature, referred to even in the name of the 
international working group on the topic, Sport for Development and Peace International 
Working Group. This is the reason why SDP is used in this thesis as well. 
As the number of SDP organisations and practitioners has grown, so has the number 
of articles published in scientific journals in the topic of SDP. Moreover, in 2013 a peer-
reviewed, open-access journal was established, named Journal of Sport for Development 
(JSFD). Furthermore, in the past years a number of recognised journals published special 
issues on SDP, namely the International Journal of Sport Management and Marketing in 
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2014, the Journal of Global Sport Management in 2018 and Managing Sport and Leisure also 
in 2018. Besides scientific publications, whole books (Coalter 2007, 2013, Darnell 2012, 
Lindsey et al. 2017) and edited thematic collections of studies (Levermore and Beacom 2009, 
Gilbert and Bennett 2012) were also published on SDP.  
In 2016, one of the most recognised and well-known researchers of SDP, Nico 
Schulenkorf and his two colleagues, Emma Sherry and Katie Rowe prepared the first 
integrated review of the scientific literature on SDP. The paper was published in the Journal 
of Sport Management. The authors examined 437 English language articles that were 
published between 2000 and 2014 on SDP. Even though six years have passed since their 
data collection and the SDP literature has been continuously growing since then, their 
research results contain still valuable information on the literature on SDP. Among their 
findings, they revealed that many theoretical and empirical studies have been published in 
numerous disciplines of sport, for example, management, sociology, health, public policy, 
gender studies, education, marketing, media, along with conflict and peace studies 
(Schulenkorf et al. 2016). They have also found that the examined studies were published 
primarily in journals on the sociology of sport and sport management (Schulenkorf et al. 
2016) and that the majority of these publications were case studies and programme 
evaluations (Schulenkorf et al. 2016).  
The authors also examined the topic of these publications within SDP, using the 
thematic categories of the Journal of Sport for Development. The SDP-focused journal 
divides SDP practice and research into seven categories, notably disability, education, 
gender, health, livelihoods, peace, and social cohesion (Journal of Sport for Development 
website, accessed on 10 March 2019). Schulenkorf and his colleagues found that one-quarter 
of the papers were published related to social inclusion, while one-fifth of them could fit into 
multiple categories. It is an interesting finding that disability and livelihoods were the topics 
of only five-five percent of the articles, while only three percent of them dealt with gender 
(Schulenkorf et al. 2016).  
It is worth noting that there are other ways of categorising SDP practice and research 
as well. For instance, as mentioned above, in the collection of studies entitled Sport and 
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International Development six categories are used to group the SDP projects enlisted on the 
International Platform on Sport and Development. These categories are conflict resolution 
and intercultural understanding; building physical, social, sport and community 
infrastructure; raising awareness, particularly through education; empowerment; direct 
impact on physical and psychological health and general welfare; economic 
development/poverty alleviation (Levermore and Beacom 2009).  
Richard Giulianotti, another well-known SDP scholar, distinguished three ideal-types 
of SDP programmes, namely the technical, the dialogical and the critical ones. In the 
technical one, a significant role is given to external organisations supporting the projects. 
Dialogical projects are supported by guiding mediation provided by SDP agencies, while the 
critical model emphasises the empirical learning of local stakeholders (2011a).  
Returning to the integrated literature review of Schulenkorf et al., they had a couple 
of notable findings about the theoretical basis of the examined articles. The majority of papers 
used positive youth development and social capital as their theoretical foundation. Altogether 
61% of the works applied either of these two theoretical frameworks, making them the most 
common theoretical backgrounds in SDP. In the remaining 39% of works such conceptual 
frames can be found as critical development perspective, ecological systems theory, feminist 
theory, human capital development, neoliberalism, symbolic interactionism, the theory of 
planned behaviour and multilevel analysis (Schulenkorf et al. 2016). 
Several researchers found it problematic that many SDP programmes and SDP-
themed research lack theoretical frameworks (Hartmann 2003, Lawson 2005, Lyras and 
Welty Peachey 2011); therefore, it is particularly interesting to see what are the concepts 
used in the SDP literature. Here, it is also important to note that Coalter (2012) built a 
tentative programme theory for SDP projects that could be further developed and used to 
make interventions the most successful. Coalter’s framework will be introduced in detail 
later, as it serves as a theoretical concept to the thesis. 
Since the publication of the integrated literature review of Schulenkorf et al., a great 
number of studies have been published in SDP. Among them case studies and programme 
evaluations have still been the dominant themes. Nonetheless, some important papers have 
been published recently with different topics as well. The article of Welty Peachey et al. 
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(2017) on the motivations of SDP practitioners and the one on the motivations of SDP 
researchers (Welty Peachey et al. 2016) are worth mentioning among them, along with 
Whitley et al.’s work (2019) which presents the SDP sector through the eyes of actors of the 
sector.  
A recent paper of Darnell and his colleagues (2018) contribute significantly to the 
conversation about the approaches to research SDP, pointing towards two tensions in it. The 
first one is the division between the positivist and critical research approaches. While the first 
one is used to examine SDP projects with surveys, pre- and post-tests and even randomised 
control studies, they no not critically examine SDP socially, historically or politically. On the 
other hand, critical analysis does carry out this kind of research, and it also poses critical 
questions about the extent of sport’s contribution to social change (Darnell et al. 2018). The 
other tension in SDP research is about situating SDP within today’s global society. The 
authors point out that even though great emphasis has been put on examining local agency 
and diversity, it is important to position SDP within the global civil society, and therefore 
consider it as the co-construction of a wide and growing range of actors (Darnell et al. 2018).  
A new research agenda is suggested for SDP scholars in a recent paper by Giulianotti 
and his colleagues (2019). They came up with the concept of ‘Sportland’ to describe SDP as 
a well-defined field of international development activity. They suggested that SDP research 
should engage with broader literature and theories on political economy and development 
(Giulianotti et al. 2019).  
As high-profile athletes are part of the broad range of stakeholders in SDP, connecting 
the world of elite sport to local-level SDP initiatives, it is also worth taking a look at the 
English language literature on their involvement in SDP. The aforementioned book of 
Darnell (2012) dedicates an entire chapter to the ‘celebritisation of development’, and he 
presents numerous scholarly arguments about elite athletes’ involvement in SDP. He 
mentions Dieter and Kumar’s view of the oversimplification of development (Dieter and 
Kumar 2008). Darnell also observes that this practice maintains the colonial narratives of 
saving distant others, referring to Magubane (2008). Nonetheless, Darnell points towards 
Cooper’s work which claims that celebrities can raise awareness (Cooper 2008). On the other 
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hand, Darnell also notes a concern that these sportspeople can draw attention towards sport 
and celebrity, rather than towards international development (Darnell 2012).  
Darnell (2012) and Giulianotti (2011a) recognise that celebrity athletes bring media 
attention and funding opportunities to SDP organisations; however, Darnell argues that their 
involvement could lead to unsustainable funding practices and could potentially increase 
development inequalities (Darnell 2012). Moreover, Giulianotti points out that celebrity-
endorsed SDP-themed corporate social responsibility programmes take on “mediatised social 
dramas”, rather than long-term structural issues (Giulianotti 2011b). 
Several other researchers examined individual projects and particular elements of star 
athletes’ involvement in SDP. Meier and Saavedra (2009) examined the impact of female 
role models in increasing women’s participation in sport. The authors found that the role 
models who have similarities with the target population could be the most effective in 
achieving impact. Their study focused on women’s sport in Zambia, with a special focus on 
the female celebrity boxer, Esther Phiri and her role model status in Zambian society.  
Wilson et al.’s study (2013) presents the involvement of high-level local runners in 
post-conflict reconciliation efforts in Kenya, informed by two strands of the social movement 
theory. Meier (2015) carried out a study on female sporting role models, and created a 
typology of them on a “continuum of interaction”. One of the three types of role models is 
famous athletes.  
 
1.3 Theoretical framework 
 
Throughout the dissertation, Pierre Bourdieu’s field theory was applied to investigate 
the SDP sector. It is a suitable theoretical framework as my aim is to better understand the 
SDP sector at large, its stakeholders, their behaviour and their relationships to each other. 
Additionally, four conceptual frameworks are applied to comprehend specific aspects of the 
SDP sector. The concept of neocolonialism explains the logic behind and the mechanism of 
many international development programmes, including SDP initiatives. The ‘sport plus’ and 
‘plus sport’ concepts are applied to illustrate the ways sport is being used in development 
projects. The ‘sport for development programme theory’ provides guidelines on how to 
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properly construct an SDP programme. The ‘development celebrity’ and ‘star/poverty space’ 
concepts give a conceptual basis to understand high-profile athletes’ involvement in SDP. 
 
1.3.1 Field theory 
 
Twentieth-century French sociologist, Pierre Bourdieu, built a theory that examines 
how organisations and individuals construct social fields and how they act in them. His field 
theory is widely used in sociology to describe social fields as environments where agents 
(organisations and individuals alike) maneuver, struggle and compete with each other.  
According to this theory, a field is “a field of forces within which the agents occupy 
positions that statistically determine the positions they take with respect to the field”. These 
positionings can aim at either conserving or transforming the structure of relations within the 
field (Bourdieu 2005). Whether they aim at conserving or transforming the aforementioned 
structures revolve around whether the current situation fits their interest. They compete to 
reshape the field in a way that it suits their interest the most (Webb 2012). 
In the field, power operates within certain boundaries, as the field is relatively 
autonomous in relation to other fields. Capital is something significant and valuable for the 
agents of the field, and they struggle for different different forms of capital. The general types 
of capital are economic, social and cultural. There is a fourth type, called the field-specific 
capital. It is something that the agents agree to be worth struggling for. The structure of a 
field is based on a fifth type of capital, the distribution capital, which is based on the results 
of former struggles, and which directs future struggles (Bourdieu 1993). 
To examine the actions of agents in the field, I apply Bourdieu’s concept of habitus. 
“Habitus is not only a structuring structure, which organizes practices and the perception of 
practices, but also a structured structure” (Bourdieu 1984) and it depends on various factors.  
Bourdieu’s field theory has been used by scholars to describe the sporting field 
(Bourdieu 1978, Tomlinson 2004, Skille 2016), and some research has also been done on 
sport – and SDP – using the concept of social capital (Coalter 2007b, Skinner et al. 2008, 
Giulianotti 2011a). Drawing on that SDP is a relatively self-ruling field in the social spaces 
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of sport and development, a research paper within this PhD project has also been published 




The first written record of the term neocolonialism can be found in the All-African 
People’s Conference statement, the Resolution on Neocolonialism, and dates back to 1961. 
This document refers to neocolonialism as the survival of the colonial system despite the 
formal recognition of political independence in emerging countries (1961). One of the most 
influential early publications on neocolonialism is French philosopher Jean-Paul Sartre’s 
book, Colonialism and Neocolonialism. In the book, Sartre formed a sharp critique on 
France’s policies in former colonies, for instance, Algeria. He pleaded for France’s prompt 
withdrawal from its ex-colonies and full emancipation from the influence of French policies 
in these states (1964). 
Kwame Nkrumah, former president of Ghana also used the term neocolonialism in 
his book Neo-Colonialism, the Last Stage of imperialism (1965) stating that its essence is 
that the state which is subject to it, is independent in theory with internationally recognised 
sovereignty. However, in reality, the economic system and political policy of the state is 
directed from outside (Nkrumah 1965). Nkrumah also explains that neocolonialists work on 
a multitude of realms, including economy and politics, but the religious, ideological and 
cultural spheres as well. 
Today, mainstream international development is a platform for neocolonial practices. 
Several researchers claim that the construction of the Millennium Development Goals is also 
neocolonialistic development attempts, especially with regards to Africa (Amin 2006, 
Ogunrotifa 2012, Durokifa and Ijeoma 2018). They argue that the MDGs were created by a 
group of developed countries – led by the United States, Europe and Japan – and “the 
implementation of the MDGs can be regarded as a reflection of neo-colonialism that seeks 
to strengthen Western economic power and its mainstream development discourse” 
(Durokifa and Ijeoma 2018). 
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Examining the post-2015 development agenda and specifically the eighth and ninth 
Sustainable Development Goal on economic, industrial and infrastructural development, 
Langan found that they rather justify existing patterns of neocolonial trade and production, 
instead of challenging power imbalances (Langan 2018). 
As stated earlier, culture is made up of preserved values, followed norms and material 
goods of the members of a group. Culture and society are interlinked, and neither can exist 
without the other. As societal changes have occurred throughout history, changes have 
occurred to the cultural development of humankind as well, especially since European 
lifestyle has been spread throughout the world (Giddens 2003). 
As sport is part of body culture, the latter being part of universal culture, it is a valid 
assumption that neocolonialism affects the sphere of sport as well. A number of researchers 
argue that numerous SDP interventions take a neocolonial approach when they are designed 
in the Global North, and implemented in the Global South, with limited – if any – 
consultation with local stakeholders (Banda et al. 2008, Coalter 2007, 2010, Kay 2012, Welty 
Peachey et al. 2017). Using a neocolonial approach in SDP practice not only means 
identifying from a distance what is a developmental challenge, but also offering selected 
ways to handle it. 
Burnett (2018) wrote about the example of post-apartheid South Africa and the will 
and actions of foreign agencies to support the country’s sport. In the late 1990s, they did it 
through sport development projects, and later on with sport for development initiatives. One 
of the first such initiatives was the United Kingdom–South Africa Sports Initiative. It was 
followed by various projects implemented by the Australian Sports Commission, and later 
on by projects around the 2010 FIFA World Cup, supported by the German Government, the 
German Development Corporation and the European Union. 
 
1.3.3 Sport plus and plus sport concepts 
  
Development projects utilising the power of sport can be divided into two categories, 
according to Coalter (2007), based on the relative role sport plays in them. In the so-called 
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‘sport plus’ programmes the emphasis is on sport and education and development through 
them. The majority of these programmes aim at increasing participation in sport and 
developing sporting skills of participants (Coalter 2007). Whereas in ‘plus sport’ 
programmes, sport only plays a complementary role and often serves as a flypaper to attract 
participants (Coalter 2013). Examples of these programmes can be found among the projects 
of international aid organisations that carry out relief interventions in post-conflict and post-
disaster settings, using sport, but not primarily. 
It is difficult to keep a clear division between these two types, as “sports activities 
tend to be embedded in a variety of activities aimed at forms of social and personal 
development” (Coalter and Taylor 2010). Instead, we can look at it as a continuum from 
‘sport plus’ to ‘plus sport’ programmes, bearing in mind that participation in sport is mostly 
a necessary condition, but it is rarely a sufficient condition for the success of SDP initiatives 
(Coalter 2007a, Coakley 1998). 
 
1.3.4 Sport for development programme theory 
 
Based on some previous research on programmes for at-risk youth, Coalter 
constructed an indicative programme theory for SDP initiatives (2012). He built on Gambone 
and Arbreton’s (1997) seven programme elements that enhance resilience; Witt and 
Crompton’s (1997) protective factors framework and Pawson’s (2006) four stages of the 
development of the mentor-mentee relationship, to design his tentative concept. Following 
Coakley’s view on sports as “sites for socialisation experiences, not causes of socialisation 
outcomes” (1998), Coalter suggests that we need to shift the focus of our analysis from 
families of programmes to families of mechanisms, meaning the processes, relationships and 
experiences that could reach the desired outcomes. Bearing this in mind, he designed a 
concept to support programme design and practice for SDP projects. He acknowledged that 
as programmes, participants and processes are diverse, it is impossible to develop a definitive 
programme theory. He believes that each programme requires its individual programme 
theory, considering its context (Coalter 2012). 
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Figure 1 illustrates the components of the sport for development programme theory 
and Coalter suggests using it as a “first step in seeking to understand programme processes 
and mechanisms” (Coalter 2013). The columns contain possible programme elements, and 
they are listed in a broadly hierarchical way. It means that on the top of the columns, one-
dimensional elements are to be found, and they are expected in most of the programmes. On 
the other hand, programmes targeting beneficiaries that are most at risk contain most 





Figure 1: Tentative programme theory for SDP programmes (Coalter, 2012) 
Legend: The figure presents Coalter’s tentative programme theory which is designed to support programme 
design and practice for SDP projects. The columns present possible programme elements in a hierarchical way. 
On the top of the columns, elements that are vital in all programmes are listed, while elements from the bottom 
of the columns are targeting specific beneficiaries. 
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1.3.5 Development celebrity and star/poverty space concepts 
 
In order to study high-profile athletes’ contribution to the SDP sector, I use Goodman 
and Barnes’ (2011) ‘development celebrity’ and ‘star/poverty space’ concepts. I am aiming 
to identify the key characteristics that athletes need to have to be effective ambassadors of 
SDP initiatives and to be considered development celebrities. 
According to Goodman and Barnes’ definition, development celebrities are celebrities that 
work for development in the so-called Third World. In this research, the terms ‘Third World’ 
and ‘Global South’ refer to the countries that fall into the UN categories of ‘Developing 
economies’, ‘Economies in transition’ and ‘Small island developing States’, whereas the 
terms ‘First World’ and ‘Global North’ are in the UN’s ‘Developed economies’ category. 
(UN 2018). As a considerable portion of development topics addressed by SDP projects are 
relevant worldwide, I believe that the development celebrity concept is relevant beyond the 
geographical regions of the Third World, when being used for SDP. Therefore, I extended 
the concept in my research worldwide.  
Celebrities can be involved in development in various ways: by working with a 
development-related organisation; establishing and working for their own foundation or 
making one-off appearances (Goodman and Barnes 2011). The key characteristics of 
successful development celebrities are credibility, authenticity and expertise. Development 
celebrities’ campaigns around social problems are part of their public persona; thus, their 
credibility as development celebrities can be straightforward if they are credible as public 
figures (Bardocz-Bencsik et al. 2019). The two ‘materialities of authenticity’ of successful 
development celebrities are images of them in the ‘places’ of poverty; and their narratives 
about these visits (Goodman and Barnes 2011). These materialities make up and are 
distributed in the celebrities’ star/poverty spaces – in Goodman and Barnes’s terms. 
I would like to raise two points on the use of this conceptual framework in the 
research. In the first place, I acknowledge that not all athletes working with SDP 
organisations can be considered celebrities. Many of them have a profile and media reach 
that is not high enough to be considered ‘famous’ on a national or international level, but 
they can still bring some attention to SDP projects as they can reach some targeted audiences. 
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In the second place, high-profile athletes are expected to bring expertise to SDP initiatives 
through their experience in sport. Nonetheless, in some cases, they even bring expertise in 
the development topic they work on. An example of this type of double expertise is that of 
Olympic swimmer Yusra Mardini, who is a former refugee herself and now is a Goodwill 
Ambassador of UNHCR (Bardocz-Bencsik et al. 2019). Yusra Mardini fled the war in Syria 
in 2015 and used her swimming skills to save fellow refugees’ lives on their way to Europe. 
She was part of the first Refugee Olympic Team in 2016 in Rio de Janeiro, and she has been 
working with UNHCR since 2017 (UNHCR website, accessed on 11 December 2018).  
The above-presented theoretical framework was constructed specifically for this 
research, keeping in mind the ultimate objective of the dissertation, which is to investigate 
the SDP field. The application of the field theory allows me to describe SDP as a relatively 
self-ruling field in the social spaces of sport and development. The use of Bourdieu’s capitals 
– especially the economic, the cultural and the social capital – is particularly important in 
understanding the various types of SDP agents and their power relations within the field. The 
concept of neocolonialism is useful when describing the habitus of a great percentage of SDP 
stakeholders. Here, I refer to those organisations that are based in the Global North, and 
utilising their economic and social capital, have a strong influence on organisations in the 
Global South. Coalter’s ‘sport plus’ and ‘plus sport’ concepts are helpful when investigating 
the habitus of agents, especially the way they address developmental challenges using sport. 
Coalter’s sport for development programme theory, which I consider to be rather a critical 
approach than a theory in the thesis, gives guidance on the ideal habitus of agents to maximise 
the positive impact of SDP interventions. Finally, as high-profile athletes take advantage of 
their social capital when working in SDP as development celebrities and communicating 
about their activities in their star/poverty space, Goodman and Barnes’ concepts fit well into 










Overall, evidence from the above literature review suggests that SDP is a practice-
oriented, policy-focused, partially institutionalised field. Therefore, my research is also rather 
practice-oriented and policy-focused, underpinned by some necessary theoretical backing. 
The main objectives of the research are to get a better understanding of the SDP sector on 
the global scale; the geographical characteristics, the age and the types of its stakeholders; 
with the challenges they encounter; along with investigating high-profile athletes’ 
involvement in SDP; with an outlook to the SDP context in Hungary. The chosen global scale 
allows me to investigate the SDP sector as a whole, avoiding any ethnocentric and/or 
neocolonial overtones to the research. According to my knowledge, there have not been any 
studies carried out yet that provided some overarching quantitative data on the SDP sector at 
large, combined with some qualitative findings. Additionally, no comprehensive research has 
been carried out on SDP in Hungary; therefore, this thesis can serve as a starting point for 
further research on the topic. 
 
2.1 Research questions 
 
In order to reach the aforementioned objectives, empirical research was carried out 
seeking answers to the following research questions: 
 
What is the geographical distribution of organisations operating in SDP worldwide? What 
are the patterns regarding the location of their headquarters (HQ) and the location of their 
field projects? 
 
What are the patterns in the growth of the SDP sector? Have there been any ‘booms’ in the 
establishment of organisations working in SDP? How did the establishment of the 




What are the major challenges organisations in SDP encounter? Are there any links to the 
types of challenges and the types of organisations facing them? 
 
What are the key characteristics of high-level athletes’ involvement in SDP worldwide? 
 




After completing a thorough literature review and relying on my own experience as 
a researcher and practitioner in SDP, I formulated the following hypotheses. 
 
H1a: I assume that organisations doing SDP are spread on every inhabited continent, with 
most organisations carrying out field projects in the so-called Third World. 
 
H1b: Furthermore, I assume that most of those organisations that carry out field projects in 
the ‘developed world’, have their headquarters in the ‘developed world’. On the other hand, 
I suppose that the majority of those working on the field in the ‘developing world’, have their 
headquarters in the ‘developed world’. 
 
H2: I assume that there have been several ‘booms’ in the foundation of SDP organisations 






Based on the objectives of the current research, a combination of different data 
collection and data analysing methods were used. The application of this so-called 
triangulation is recommended in social science research in order to get more reliable 
empirical data than when using a single method (Giddens 2003). Moreover, triangulation can 
reduce the chance of potential biases. Hereinafter, I present the methods that I have used in 
this research. 
 
3.1 In-depth interviews 
 
As a qualitative method, semi-structured in-depth interviews were conducted and 
analysed later. One of the most traditional forms of qualitative interviewing is the in-depth 
interview. These are longer conversations; they can even last for hours. In this format, both 
the researcher and the respondent bring their personality into the discussion, therefore 
forming an appropriate atmosphere and tone is essential. The interviewer needs to be a good 
listener, and also needs to feel when to let the respondent speak and when to pose further 
questions and deepen certain points (Szokolszky 2004). The semi-structured style allows the 
questioner to take the lead in the conversation, and combine open and narrowed-down 
questions, based on an interview plan. The questioner is flexible in leading the interview, and 
keeps the conversation on the preliminarily set path, bearing in mind the research question 
(Szokolszky 2004). 
15 interviews were conducted from February to August 2017 via Skype with 
individuals who have been working in SDP in different roles. (The list of respondents can be 
found in Appendix I.) Sampling was a two-stage process, and its objective was to include 
professionals in numerous positions and with geographical distribution. In the first round, 
convenience sampling was applied, based on professional connections. At this stage, eight 
interviews were conducted. In the second stage, snowball sampling was introduced, based on 
the suggestions of the respondents of the first round. At this point, 12 interview requests were 
sent out, which resulted in seven more respondents in the data collection. The respondents 
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have worked in SDP in various locations across the globe, notably in Africa, Asia, Europe 
and the Americas. 
The interviews were audio-recorded – with preliminary permission from the 
respondents – and transcribed verbatim. Afterwards, two methods were used to analyse the 
data. I analysed the interviews following a six-phase approach of thematic analysis (Braun 
and Clarke 2006). The first phase was to become familiar with the data, while in the second, 
initial codes were generated. In the third and fourth phases, themes were identified and then 
reviewed. In the fifth phase, the themes were defined and named, and in the last phase, the 
analysis was produced. The final themes emerged from the analysis. The second data-
analysing method was used exclusively to examine the answers around high-profile athletes’ 
involvement in SDP. These interview segments were analysed based on Goodman and 
Barnes’ (2011) conceptual framework.  
 
3.2 Desk research  
 
In order to get some quantitative data about the basic information on SDP 
organisations and the growth of the IDSDP campaign, desk research was carried out on the 
aforementioned online platform of SDP, the International Platform on Sport and 
Development (IPSD).  
The IPSD, sportanddev.org is a social website dedicated to the field of SDP, and it 
has been used as a reference point by a number of researchers in the past (Akindes and Kirwin 
2009, Saavedra 2009, Coalter 2013). Since its launch in 2003, 975 organisational profiles 
have been registered there by 1 February 2019. Creating an organisational profile on the 
website is free of charge and can be done by any individual who has internet access. Once 
the organisational profile is registered, the Operating Team of sportanddev.org verifies it to 
avoid irrelevant organisational profiles to be uploaded, and also to avoid duplications. It 
means that although it cannot be estimated how much the database represents the total 




In order to further underpin the validity of the data, I examined all 975 uploaded 
profiles, among which 30 profiles were duplications and 28 profiles that could not qualify as 
SDP organisations in this research. I contacted a staff member of sportanddev.org in this 
phase, and he confirmed that despite their efforts in maintaining the database, these 58 
organisations could indeed be duplications and irrelevant profiles that slipped through their 
verification system in the past 16 years. They were either elite sport-focused player agencies, 
sport marketing companies, or were merely development organisations, not using sport. The 
remaining 917 organisations made up the dataset to be examined. 
First, I tried to find the information I was seeking – namely their place of registration, 
the place of operation, the year of establishment and whether they work with athlete 
ambassadors – on the organisations’ profiles on sportanddev.org. As only a minority of these 
profiles contained all this information, further investigation was necessary. If the 
organisational profile contained the website or any social media page of the organisation, 
research continued on these pages. If there was no indication of the website or any social 
media page on the organisation’s profile on sportanddev.org, or the domain address that the 
profile referred to, was expired, Google, the world’s most popular search engine was used, 
to find the organisation on the web. As search terms, the organisation’s name was entered, 
with further information as clarifying terms – for example, the location of the organisation 
or the year of its establishment, if they were found on their IPSD profile – in order to get the 
most relevant search results of this organic search procedure. Parallel to this process, I used 
the internal search function of the largest social networking site, Facebook, to find the 
organisation’s Facebook page. In case I found both the organisation’s website and Facebook 
page, I continued the search on the website. If the organisation had only a Facebook page, I 
went on with my search there. 
If there were no organic leads provided by the search engine or the domain of the 
given website addresses have expired, I excluded these organisations from further 
examination, assuming that it is likely that they do not exist anymore. At this stage, 187 
organisations were excluded from further research, not having a currently functioning 
website. I made the same decision regarding those organisations which only had a Facebook 
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page, and the last post on the page was older than three years at the time of the research. At 
this stage, I eliminated 33 organisations from the dataset due to their inactive Facebook page. 
If the ‘About’ section of the Facebook page contained another website than what was 
provided on sportanddev.org, then I verified which one was in use, and continued the search 
there. After filtering the organisations by the preliminarily set criteria, I got the final database 
of currently functioning organisations, based on their online presence.  
As the different parts of the quantitative analysis on the IPSD took place throughout 
2018 and 2019, the number of organisations in the final dataset has changed over time. First, 
I examined the number of organisations that work with high-profile athletes, and in that 
research, the dataset consisted of 697 organisations. The website and social media pages of 
these organisations were examined to find out whether they work with high-profile athletes 
or not. If these organisations collaborate with more than one athlete, the number of athletes 
was also counted.  
Ten months later, I re-examined the dataset to further work on it and eliminated 40 
organisations based on their inactive social media profiles. It means that regarding the place 
of registration and the place of operation, that final dataset consisted of 657 organisations. I 
found all information on the websites and the Facebook pages of all 657 organisations about 
their place of registration and operation; however, I could not find information on the year 
of establishment for 62 organisations. At this point, I contacted these organisations directly, 
asking for the missing information. In the third phase of cleaning the dataset, in June 2019, I 
sent out 62 e-mails and messages on Facebook asking the organisations to provide the 
missing data. Those organisations that did not respond to the enquiry within 30 working days 
were not considered when the year of establishment was analysed. It means that the dataset 
for that part of the analysis consists of 608 organisations. 
The IPSD encouraged its online community to submit articles to the platform to report 
on activities organised to celebrate the International Day of Sport for Development and 
Peace. The desk research on sportanddev.org about the growth of the IDSDP campaign was 
carried out by examining articles that used the #IDSDP hashtag. I examined all the articles 
that were published with the #IDSDP hashtag in the first six years (2014-2019) of the 
campaign. Firstly, I analysed the growth in the number of articles; then I categorised them 
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by the activities they report on, in order to get an understanding of the development of the 
campaign. 
It is important to note that the IPSD database has various limitations, therefore source 
criticism needs to be applied when dealing with the dataset. In order to create an 
organisational profile on the platform, the only information that needs to be provided is the 
name of the organisation. Optionally, one can provide information on the type of the 
organisation, its location, its contact details and a short summary of its activities as well. 
However, in most cases, only some very basic information is provided on the platform, and 
the data necessary for this research (year of establishment, location of the HQ, location of 
the field activities and high-profile athletes’ involvement with the organisation) was found 
elsewhere, if it was found at all. The limited amount of organisational data on the platform 
is the reason for the application of other data collection methods, in order to fulfil the 
objectives of this research. 
Regarding the research on high-profile athletes in SDP, I conducted additional 
research on ‘Look to the stars’, the world’s largest website about celebrity charity news. The 
site lists 4340 celebrities that support charities and 2289 charities with celebrity supporters. 
I used its internal search functions to filter the registered celebrities based on their profession 
and based on the topic of charity work they are involved in, thereby searching for 




Surveys are probably the most frequently used research method in social sciences, 
and their objective can be descriptive, explanatory or exploratory. (Babbie 2003).  
As another type of the quantitative method, a survey was also used in this research. Working 
at sportanddev.org as an intern in 2014, I had the opportunity to publish an English language 
online survey on the platform and distribute it through the IPSD’s newsletter, Facebook page 
and Twitter account. Taking this exceptional opportunity, I published the survey on IPSD 
and its communication channels on 30 November 2014. Individuals could fill it by 21 
December 2014 according to the initial call, and later on, the deadline was prolonged. Even 
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though the circulation of the questionnaire across different online platforms made it 
impossible to track its reach, based on some analytics on Facebook and Twitter, it is a rightful 
estimation that over 5000 people saw the call. In spite of the impressive reach, only 30 
answers were received by the final deadline. The low number of participants made me use 
other research methods as well; the in-depth interviews that were introduced in Chapter 5.1 
and the desk research that was presented in Chapter 5.2. Therefore, I treat the survey as a 
side project of this research and its results are used to complement the findings of the other 
methods. 
The survey contained 26 questions altogether, and the answers to nine of them are 
analysed in this research. These nine questions can be categorised as (1) basic information 
about the organisation; (2) self-perceived opinion of the respondent about working in SDP. 
The survey contained mostly closed-ended questions (dichotomous questions, multiple-
choice questions) and a few open-ended ones. The survey questions can be found in 
Appendix II. 
The responses to the open-ended questions were coded using the same six-phase 
method of thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke 2006), which I used in the case of the in-
depth interviews. 
As the entire population of SDP practitioners across the globe is unknown, neither 
the reach nor the group of respondents can be regarded as representative to the whole 
population. 
3.4 Participant observation 
 
Participant observation is a widely used research method in anthropology and 
sociology and it is conducted when the researcher partakes in the activities of the examined 
organisation (Giddens 2003). I applied participant observation as a complementary research 
method, using my first-hand experience with some SDP organisations. My objective with 






4.1 SDP organisations on the world map 
 
In order to analyse the data about the location of the organisations in the IPSD 
database, categories were established based on the location of their headquarters (HQ) and 
of their SDP activities. The categorisation was based on the United Nations’ classification of 
countries. Bearing in mind my objectives and my set of data, in the category of ‘Developing 
Economies’ I merged three categories of the UN: the ones of ‘Developing economies’, 
‘Economies in transition’ and ‘Small island developing States’ (UN 2018). Six categories 
were established, and names were created for them. (Table 1) 
 
Table 1: Categories of organisations regarding the location of their HQ and activities 
Location of the HQ Location of the activity Name of category 
Developed economy Developed economy/economies Pure First World 
Developed economy 
Developed economy/economies + 
Developing economy/economies 
First World to Global 
Developed economy Developing economy/economies  Neocolonialist 
Developing economy Developed economy/economies Reverse Colonialist 
Developing economy 
Developed economy/economies + 
developing economy/economies 
Third World to Global 
Developing economy 
Developing economy/economies  
Pure Third World 
Legend: The table presents the categories of SDP organisations based on the location of their headquarters and 
the location of their activities. The HQs can be based in either a developed economy or a developing economy, 




Table 2 shows the frequency of database items in each category. Counting was 
delivered by using the Custom Sort order of Microsoft Excel.  
 
Table 2: Number and proportion of the organisations in each of the established categories 
 Name of category # of organisations Percentage of organisations (%) 
 Pure First World 109 16.59 
 First World to Global 148 22.53 
 Neocolonialist 84 12.79 
 Reverse Colonialist 0 0 
 Pure Third World  306 46.58 
 Third World to Global 10 1.52 
Σ   657 100 
Legend: The table shows the number of organisations in each of the formerly established categories regarding 
the location of the organisations’ HQs and the location of their field activities. 
 
My data show that almost half of the organisations (46.58%) are in the Pure Third 
World category, having their HQ in a developing country and delivering their activities in 
developing country/countries. All of these organisations have field activities in the country 
of their HQ. The second most popular category is the First World to Global, almost one 
quarter (22.53%) of the organisations fall into this category, being based in a First World 
country and delivering projects in both First and Third World countries. All the international 
development organisations – such as UNAIDS, UNHCR and UNICEF – and most of the 
international sport governing bodies – like FIFA, UEFA and continental unions of national 
Olympic committees – are in this category. 16.59% of the organisations are based in a First 
World-country and deliver projects only in the First World. From these 109 organisations 
only one does not deliver at least one project in the country of its HQ. 84 organisations 
(12.79%) have their base in a developed country, but only deliver field activities in the Third 
World. Their category is named Neocolonialist, as in their work, there is a noticeable shift to 
locations outside the West that may constitute a form of neocolonial repositioning 
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(Giulianotti 2004). It has to be noted, however, that the First World to Global category also 
contains many organisations with an approach that could be considered neocolonialistic.  
These organisations often have one single project in the country of their HQ, and the 
majority of their field activities are delivered in the developing world. Only 1.52% of the 657 
organisations have their head office in a developing country while delivering projects 
globally. A few of them are international sport governing bodies, headquartered in the Global 
South, while some of them operate mostly in the Third World and deliver projects in only 
one or two First World countries, based on bilateral agreements. Given the fact that the 
countries of the Persian Gulf are categorised as developing countries, however, they are high-
income economies, I gave special attention to organisations based in this region. Countries 
of the Persian Gulf are Bahrain, Iraq, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United 
Arab Emirates. They are ‘Developing countries’; however, six of them are ‘High-income’ 
countries by per capita Gross National Income. The only exception is Iraq that is in the 
‘Upper middle income’ category of the UN. The income of these countries is heavily 
dependent on their fuel export (UN 2018). After filtering the dataset to these countries, I 
found that there is only one organisation headquartered in the region that delivers projects in 
multiple developing countries of Asia and the Middle East.  
There is no organisation in the so-called ‘Reverse Colonialist’ category, meaning an 
organisation based in the Third World and delivering projects exclusively in the First World.  
I also found out that there is a balance between organisations based in the First and 
the Third World. Organisations in the first three categories – Pure First World, First World 
to Global, Neocolonialist – make up 51.9% of all organisations, while the ones with an HQ 
in the Global South – Pure Third World and Third World to Global – constitute 48.1% of the 
total database.  
These findings in my non-representative, yet global database might help researchers 
evaluate the validity of information circulating about the size and geographical spread of the 
SDP sector. 
In order to illustrate the spread of SDP organisations worldwide, I created two maps; 
one that shows the locations of SDP organisations’ headquarters, and one with the locations 
of SDP programmes. The units of analysis are the organisations in the IPSD database, and I 
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have matched them with the countries where they are present. This way, we can get a more 
accurate view on the spread of SDP organisations worldwide. In order to execute this task, I 
needed to further clean the dataset and remove all organisations that did not name countries 
where they operate, but used broader geographical units, such as ‘Southern hemisphere’, 
‘Europe’, etc. 
Figure 2 shows the number and geographical spread of HQs of SDP organisations.  
 
 
Figure 2: Number of SDP organisations’ headquarters per country (N=657)  
Legend: The figure illustrates the number of headquarters of SDP organisations per country and their 
geographical spread on the world map. 
 
There are 106 countries worldwide where SDP organisations’ headquarters are 
located. 95 SDP organisations have their administrative centre in the United States, giving 
the North-American country the number one ranking in this regard. The second country in 
the listing is the United Kingdom with 70 headquarters of SDP organisations, while India 
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and the Republic of South Africa share third place, with 36 headquarters each. At the end of 
the list there are 36 countries that host the HQ of one SDP organisation only. 
The below figure shows the spread of SDP activities worldwide. Due to the necessary 
cleaning of the dataset, this list does not include 118 organisations’ data – in parts or as a 
whole – that referred to the place of their activities in vague terms, such as ‘Asian countries’, 
‘Africa’, ‘Southern hemisphere’, etc. 
 
Figure 3: Number of implementing SDP organisations per country (N=567) 
Legend: The figure illustrates the number of organisations that implement SDP activities per country and shows 
their geographical spread on the world map. 
 
Organisations in the IPSD database have activities in 147 countries around the globe. 
The Republic of South Africa is the most populated country with SDP organisations, 59 
implement projects there. The second on the list in this regard is India with 53 organisations, 
while the third country is the United States with 52 SDP organisations. On the other end of 




The survey respondents were asked to list all the continents where their organisation 
had been working on SDP projects. 17 organisations delivered projects in Asia (not including 
the Middle East), 16 worked in Africa, while 11 had implemented projects in Europe. Seven 
organisations had SDP activities in North America, while six-six worked in South and 
Central America and the Middle East. Three carried out initiatives in Australia. 
 
4.2 Some numbers about the growth of the SDP sector 
 
In order to get an understanding of the growth of the SDP sector, I analysed the year 
of establishment of 608 organisations on the International Platform on Sport and 
Development. It is important to note that not all these organisations are explicitly and 
exclusively SDP organisations, but the Operating Team of the platform validated their profile 
on the IPSD; therefore, all of these organisations are rightfully considered as members of the 
global SDP community. 
In order to examine the growth of the sector, I identified five milestones in the history 
of SDP. During the identification process, I drew on the literature, including United Nations’ 
and other relevant documents, and examined major events in the institutionalisation of the 
sector. Figure 4 illustrates these milestones, and their significance is elaborated on in details 








Figure 4: Milestones in the history of SDP  
Legend: The figure demonstrates the milestone years of SDP history and briefly explains what happened in 
those years that qualify them as milestones. 
I assumed that these milestones have affected the growth of the SDP sector, regarding 
the number of organisations established annually. Therefore, I identified four periods in the 
history of SDP, all eras starting with a milestone year. I did it so, because a milestone – such 
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as a UNGA resolution or the establishment of a UN organisation – can have an immediate 
effect on the foundation of SDP organisations. In Figure 5, I present these eras with the 
number of organisations established in each of them. 
 
 
Figure 5: Periods in the history of SDP and the number of organisations established in them 
Legend: The figure illustrates the periods in the history of SDP, set out by the formerly identified milestone 
years, and shows the number of SDP organisations established in each period. 
Table 3 illustrates the average number of organisations established annually in each 
era. By examining these yearly averages, it is possible to compare these periods and draw 
some conclusions from them, with regards to the dynamics in the growth of the SDP sector. 
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Table 3: The growth of the SDP sector regarding the number of organisations established in 
each period and a yearly average within the periods 
 
Period # of organisations founded Average # of organisations founded per year 
1993-2000 74 9.25 
2001-2004 74 18.5 
2005-2012 296 37 
2013-2017 72 14.4 
Legend: The table demonstrates the growth of the SDP sector by presenting the number of organisations 
established in each period of SDP history and also a yearly average of organisations founded within the periods. 
 
Examining the establishment of organisations in the database chronologically, it is 
noteworthy that 92 organisations were founded before the first milestone year, 1993. In over 
400 years of this pre-SDP era, mostly higher education institutions, international sport 
governing bodies and other major international organisations were established. I took a look 
at the last 70 years of this period as it starts in 1922 when the first contact was made between 
a later-on UN body and the IOC. In these 70 years, 82 organisations were founded, 1.2 on a 
yearly average. Nevertheless, the majority of these organisations still do not have a clear 
SDP-related mission. 
The first examined period in the history of SDP starts with two UNGA resolutions 
around the societal role of sport and lasts for eight years. This era was full of events that had 
an impact on the development of the SDP sector. 1994 was the International Year of Sport 
and the Olympic Ideal and Olympic Aid was established, while in 2000 the MDGs were set. 
This series of events had a positive impact on the growth of the SDP sector, as 74 
organisations were established in the era, more than nine per year on average. 
The busiest period in the institutionalisation of SDP was between 2001 and 2004. The 
first year of this period marked the establishment of the UNOSDP and the set-up of the 
mandate of the UN Secretary-General’s Special Adviser on SDP. The UNOSDP and the 
Special Adviser immediately became highly important agents in the field, possessing great 
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field-specific social capital. In 2002 the UN Inter-Agency Task Force on SDP was founded, 
while in 2003 sportanddev.org was launched. 2004 was the year of the establishment of the 
Sport for Development and Peace International Working Group (SDPIWG). The growing 
interest in SDP is palpable in the number of organisations founded: 74 organisations were 
formed in four years, 18.5 on a yearly average. It is the same number as in the preceding 
period, which was two times longer.  
From 2005, the International Year of Sport and Physical Education, I noticed an even 
bigger global enthusiasm around SDP, as between 2005 and 2012, altogether 296 
organisations were founded, 37 on a yearly average.  
There are manifold reasons behind this high number. First of all, several practical 
documents were published these years that intended to support organisations that use sport 
in their development and peace-related activities, for instance, documents about 
governments’ involvement in SDP, published by the SDPIWG in 2008 and the monitoring 
and evaluation manual for sport-in-development projects (Coalter 2008). 
The second reason is that funding schemes and awards were founded in this period. 
As more economic capital became available, more agents got interested in joining the field. 
With the availability of financial resources, individuals got interested in setting up SDP 
organisations, and an increasing number of development organisations started using sport in 
their interventions. Examples of these funding and recognition opportunities include the 
grants of the Laureus Sport for Good Foundation, a registered charity in the United Kingdom 
since 2005, the annual Peace and Sport Awards established in 2008, the Beyond Sport Global 
Awards founded in 2009 and the Doha GOALS Sport Fields Initiative which was set up in 
2012. 
A third reason for the increased interest in SDP could be that information about the 
sector and the opportunities within it have spread faster than ever via the internet. In 2005, 
one billion 24 million individuals were internet-users globally, while this number was more 
than double at the end of this era: two billion 424 million people used the internet in 2012 
(International Telecommunications Union 2018). Additionally, numerous web 2.0 and social 
media platforms were established in this period, such as YouTube (2005), Twitter (2006), 
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Instagram (2010) and Snapchat (2011), which also facilitate the flow of information on the 
World Wide Web. 
The last period of the history of SDP starts in 2013, the year when the UN declared 
April 6 to be the International Day of Sport for Development and Peace. This period 
concludes with 2017 for two reasons. Firstly, at the time of the data collection (the first 
quarter of 2019), there was no organisation registered on sportanddev.org that was founded 
in 2018 or 2019. Secondly, as the UNOSDP was closed in 2017, this year is a milestone in 
SDP that might affect the development of the sector. Nevertheless, at the time of data analysis 
(the second quarter of 2019), it is too early to draw conclusions on these possible impacts. 
Within these five years, between 2013 and 2017, 72 organisations were founded, which is a 
14.4 yearly average. The global, continuously growing campaign around the IDSDP has been 
a driving force in raising awareness about the sector in this period.  
 
As I conducted the survey in late 2014, the last era is only two-year-long in the 
analysis of the survey. Based on the 30 responses to the questionnaire, the busiest period was 
between 2001-2004 with ten organisations founded, 2.5 organisations on a yearly average. It 
was followed by the era of 2013-2014, when six organisations were established, three on a 
yearly average. In the periods of 1993-2000 and 2005-2012, six-six organisations were 
established, 0.75 on a yearly average. In what I call pre-SDP era, two organisations were 
founded, both after the first contact between ILO, a later-on UN agency and the IOC in 1922. 
 
4.3 The types of stakeholders of SDP  
 
Since the emergence of the SDP field, mapping the SDP sector has been attempted 
several times (Giulianotti 2011a, Levermore and Beacom 2009). According to Giulianotti, 
the key institutions are nation-states, NGOs, inter-governmental organisations, international 
sport federations, transnational corporations and grassroots community-based organisations.  
Based on an extensive literature review and his own research, Naish (2017) identifies eight 
types of key stakeholders, namely SDP NGOs, transnational advocacy networks, funding 
organisations, national sporting federations, international sporting federations/business 
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international NGOs, multinational corporations, international organisations and research 
institutions. 
Nonetheless, as a growing number of types of entities are joining the SDP field, it is 
increasingly challenging to come up with an exhaustive list of stakeholders and to understand 
their relationships. As Respondent #13, programme manager of a funding organisation, 
explained it in the interview: 
 
“I think that right now mapping the sport for development field is something that a 
few organisations have tried to do, but no-one has successfully been able to do it fully. 
(…) because there are so many organisations that are flying under the radar and that 
aren’t fully aware of the networks.” 
 
The respondent’s last sentence is also important as it explains why it is currently 
impossible to carry out quantitative research which is representative of the global population 
of SDP organisations. It is a grounded estimation that hundreds of SDP initiatives are 
delivered in the Global South on a grassroots level, without the implementers being aware of 
the global SDP community, or the IPSD as a global hub. One of the reasons for this can be 
that organisations and projects in the developing context mushroom when funding sources – 
economic capital – are available, but once the funding cycle ends, many of them cease their 
operations, and might not restart ever again. It can also be that these grassroots-level 
organisations live day-by-day, and they cannot do communication work, so their activities 
remain unnoticed, except for their direct beneficiaries and immediate environment.  
It is also important to mention that many organisations are unable to join the global 
SDP community – for instance, via sportanddev.org – due to language barriers, as English 
language competence is an important component of the field-specific cultural capital in SDP. 
Understanding and using the specific SDP language means an advantage in the competition 
for various other forms of capital, such as economic and social capital. 
Table 4 provides an overview of the types of agents in SDP, based on the literature 
review, my research findings and my own experience as a practitioner. I am aware that some 
organisations could fit into multiple categories, as for instance, international sport federations 
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are non-governmental organisations legally. Therefore, completely avoiding overlaps is 
impossible.  However, giving some concrete examples for each type of agent might help 
better understand the attributes of these ideal types of entities in SDP. 
 
Table 4: Types of SDP stakeholders and their key qualitative attributes 
Type of agent Main goals in 
SDP 
Primary types of 










Use sport as a tool 
in policy domains 
other than sport 
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in policy domains 
other than sport 






















International FIFA, IOC 
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Type of agent Main goals in 
SDP 
Primary types of 





























about SDP in the 













































about SDP at large; 










Legend: The table presents the types of SDP stakeholders and their key qualitative attributes, namely, their 
main goals in SDP; their primary types of activities in SDP and their levels of operation. The table also lists 
two example organisations in each category.  
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4.3.1 Sport? Development? Both?  
 
A way to divide the stakeholders of the sector is in line with the division of the 
development and the sport sectors. As Interview Respondent #4, senior project manager at 
sportanddev.org, describes it: 
 
“You can draw a spectrum where you have sport on one side, and that includes sports 
federations, professional football clubs, as well as small community clubs and stuff 
who somehow have been interested in doing social work or development work. On 
the other side of the spectrum you have people who are really much better known for 
development work, so UN agencies, government agencies, NGOs and stuff, who are 
more and more recently interested in integrating sport into their work. And in the 
middle, you have those who identify themselves as being sport and development 
organisations.” 
 
This divide can be understood through the lens of the ‘sport plus’ and ‘plus sport’ 
concepts. Sport plus initiatives give primacy to the development of sustainable sports 
organisations and programmes, addressing social issues as well (Coalter 2009). These ‘sport 
plus’ programmes are mostly delivered by SDP organisations – i.e. Right To Play and the 
Mathare Youth Sports Association – or sports organisations, such as clubs and federations.  
In many cases, these two types of organisations join forces to carry out ‘sport plus’ 
programmes. An example of this joined programme is the aforementioned Football for Hope 
initiative of FIFA and streetfootballworld.  
On the other hand, ‘plus sport’ programmes are often led by development agencies, 
using sport as a tool to reach objectives of social inclusion, (re-)integration and psycho-social 
support, among others. Examples of this are programmes that support the rehabilitation and 
reintegration of ex-soldiers into society (Dienes 2012) and sport-based post-disaster relief 




4.3.2 The influential ones 
 
Respondent #5, who is a university professor and co-founder of an SDP NGO, 
therefore sees the sector both as an academic and as a practitioner, pointed towards a special 
type of stakeholder.  These ‘intermediate organisations’ – in his words – are First World-
based NGOs that are well-connected to governmental bodies and often to high-profile, 
influential sports people as well: 
 
“You’ve also got these kinds of almost like intermediate bodies who’ve got a big sort 
of name or place in the field. (...) Peace and Sport, (...), Play the Game or Beyond 
Sport, lots of these organisations are out there, and they give out awards for different 
programmes, and they almost act as a kind of a goal between the international 
agencies and the local organisations.” 
 
These ‘intermediate organisations’ possess an important kind of field-specific social 
capital as they provide networking opportunities for all types of agents. These occasions – 
award ceremonies, conferences, galas – are platforms for agents to express their subjective 
interests to other types of agents and strengthen their position in the field through claiming 
the social capital on offer at these flagship events. 
Interview Respondent #6, former international relations officer of one of the above-
mentioned organisations, Peace and Sport, expressed her opinion on the positioning of her 
former employer within the SDP field: 
 
“I think if the UN was doing its job of gathering governments and civil society, Peace 
and Sport wouldn’t be needed. (…) The fact that there is Monaco and all these money 
issues makes Peace and Sport very attractive (…) because it’s a neutral ground.” 
 
I had the chance to attend the annually organised Peace and Sport International Forum 
twice; in 2012 in Sochi, Russia as the programme coordinator of the event and in 2013 in 
Monte-Carlo, Monaco as a volunteer. In those years, that was ‘the place to be’, when it came 
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to networking with international sport governing bodies, governmental organisations, 
potential funders and high-profile athletes. In 2013, one of the speakers, that-time UNOSDP 
head, Wilfried Lemke stated in his concluding remarks that “this is the most important event 
in the world concerning peace and sport”.  The number of participants can also indicate how 
monumental these events were. In 2012, 800 decision-makers took part in the event, a great 
part of them were local participants who were mainly interested in a workshop where that-
time Russian Minister of Sport, Vitaly Mutko spoke. A year later, 700 decision-makers 
attended the forum. Due to the extravagant circumstances of both events, it felt somehow 
disturbing to listen to discussions about development and peace-building. In 2012, the event 
was held at the five-star Grand Hotel Polyana in Sochi, whereas in 2013, the venue was the 
four-star Monte-Carlo Bay Hotel. Both events had a participation fee, which, along with the 
travel and accommodation costs, filtered out many organisations that did not have enough 
economic capital to attend them.  
 
4.3.3 UNOSDP and the Special Adviser (2001-2017) 
 
Many respondents expressed their opinion about the role of the UN, the late UNOSDP 
and the UN Secretary-General’s Special Adviser on SDP as key agents in the field.  
Since its establishment in 2001 until its closure in 2017, the UNOSDP served as the 
entry point to the UN system regarding sport for development and peace, led by the Special 
Adviser. Well-respected people held this role: the first Special Adviser was former president 
of Switzerland, Adolf Ogi, who was in office from 2001 to 2008. He was succeeded by 
former manager of the German football club, Werden Bremen, Wilfried Lemke, who held 
the position from 2008 until the end of 2016. After him, nobody was appointed to this role, 
as the UNOSDP was closed in early 2017. Both the office and its head possessed significant 
field-specific social capital. 
As an advocate, the Special Adviser coordinated the work of the UN system with 
regards to the promotion of sport as a tool in international development and peace-building 
processes. He also fostered the inclusion of sport in development agendas on the international 
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and national levels. As a facilitator, making use of his distribution capital, the Special Adviser 
raised funds for SDP programmes and encouraged dialogue, collaboration and partnerships 
among the stakeholders of the SDP sector. As a representative, the Special Adviser 
represented the UN Secretary-General and the whole UN system at important events related 
to sport (Dienes 2012), drawing on and increasing his social capital.  
Between the recording of the interviews and the finalisation of this research, the 
mandate of the Special Adviser was ceased and UNOSDP was closed, making it even more 
challenging to position the UN within the sector. This closure was announced in a press 
release of the UN on 4 May 2017 and the day after that on the website of the IOC in an article 
entitled IOC welcomes enhancement of close cooperation with the United Nations 
(International Olympic Committee website, accessed on 11 December 2018). This news was 
never communicated on the sport section of the website of the UN – un.org/sport – which 
was eventually closed soon after the UNOSDP’s closure. This incident of poor 
communication is not unique in the history of the UNOSDP; this might be one of the reasons 
that several respondents found it hard to understand the role and habitus of this body. 
The previously presented responsibilities of the UNOSDP have been either vague for other 
stakeholders, or they did not see the UNOSDP fulfilling them. For instance, a respondent did 
not see the UN as a bridge between governments and civil society, which was its advocative 
duty. 
Another researcher respondent had a solid understanding of what the UNOSDP does; 
nonetheless, in his interview in February 2017, a couple of weeks before the closure, he 
formed a critical opinion on their work:  
 
“The UNOSDP, they are running a couple of projects, (…), but I think they should 
focus more on the strategic component of this sector and on policy-making, and on 
accompanying countries to develop sound policy on this regard. And it is happening 




While the UNOSDP was operational, its policy did not allow its staff members to 
give interviews for academic research. After the closure of the UNOSDP in May 2017, I 
interviewed a former staff member of the office, who reflected on why some stakeholders 
did not fully understand the work of the office and the Special Adviser: 
 
“The size of the UNOSDP restricted a lot of, let’s say, promotional activity. (…) I 
felt like the office was doing enough, but because it was so small, it always felt like 
we were one step behind the actual sport for development and peace sector.” 
 
The closure of the UNOSDP hit some of the stakeholders by surprise; some might 
have already been preparing for it. In September 2016, at the 71st session of the UN General 
Assembly, 56 UN member states drafted a resolution which emphasised the importance of 
SDP and invited member states and the UN system to work together with the UNOSDP to 
promote greater awareness about sport’s role in development and peace-building. The 
document also requested the UN Secretary-General to report to the 73rd session of the GA 
(in September 2018) on the implementation of this resolution, including activities and the 
functioning of the UNOSDP (UNGA 2016). As we now know, the resolution could not be 
fully implemented, as the UNOSDP closed in May 2017 (UNGA 2018). 
As of the writing of this thesis, September 2019, no definitive solution is found to fill 
in the leadership vacuum that the closure of the UNOSDP caused. Giulianotti et al. (2019) 
describe three possible scenarios to solve the situation. Either transnational agencies – as the 
IOC and the Commonwealth Secretariat – will expand their SDP roles, or diverse 
multiagency partnerships will focus on specific issues; or SDP will move towards a 
marketised divergent of the development sector. The authors state that none of these 
scenarios would be the perfect solution and encourage researchers to turn towards 





4.3.4 The International Platform on Sport and Development 
 
Since its launch in 2003, the IPSD has been an important stakeholder in SDP. 
According to its mission statement, it “is the leading hub for the sport and development 
community to share knowledge, build good practice, coordinate with others and create 
partnerships” (IPSD website, accessed on 31 March 2020).  It is a well-known agent in SDP, 
possessing some valuable, field-specific social and cultural capital, having been nominated 
for a Peace and Sport Award, and their staff members having been speakers at prestigious 
SDP events multiple times over the years. It is also known by academia; not only do 
researchers use the IPSD database for their research, but occasionally, they consult IPSD 
staff members on certain aspects of SDP. The platform receives and publishes external 
contributions from all around the world about SDP projects and also shares its original 
content, written by their staff members. Once I discovered the platform in the early 2010s, I 
used it as an information hub on SDP projects and upcoming events and used its networking 
tool to reach out to other individuals interested in SDP. In 2014, I became an intern at the 
platform, and soon encountered that a great portion of its users misunderstand how it 
functions. We have frequently received requests for funding, primarily from practitioners in 
developing countries. They shared their initial project ideas with us, asking for financial 
backing, even though there is no indication on the platform that sportanddev.org funds SDP 
projects. In these cases, we have suggested contacting some grantmaking organisations, 
acting upon sportanddev.org’s mission to “coordinate with others”. 
 
4.4 Connections and missing connections in SDP 
 
There are a multitude of different types of links among the agents of SDP. Hayhurts 
(2015) therefore describes the sector as “a set of relationships that are always fluid and 
changing interactions with a variety of supporters and intermediaries, whether individuals, 
organisations, discourses or other social structures” (Hayhurst 2015). Through the lens of the 
field theory, it means that the agents are constantly struggling to obtain and retain capitals 
and better their positions in the field. 
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Giulianotti carried out a research based on a series of interviews with SDP 
practitioners, and his results show that representatives of community-based organisations 
(CBOs) and NGOs benefit from their relationships with one another. Representatives of 
CBOs gained from the economic and cultural capital of bigger NGOs, reporting about gained 
financial support, resources and training to help project implementation. On the other hand, 
larger NGOs benefitted from their connection to CBOs as they gained access to their social 
and political capital, for instance, by setting up direct links with influential gatekeepers, and 
by getting access to knowledge on local conditions for project implementation (Giulianotti 
2011c). 
Several respondents mentioned connectivity as a type of relationship in SDP, but in 
many cases, it goes hand in hand with competition. As Interview Respondent #5, an NGO-
founder said: 
 
“There’s a lot of connectivity, but there’s also a lot of competition, which is one of 
the issues particularly for the NGOs. Because all the small NGOs need to be resourced 
to do what they want to do. And of course, they’re all competing for the same limited 
funding.” 
 
This is in line with a previously quoted perception about those ‘intermediate 
organisations’ that hold great social and distribution capital, by organising networking 
events. Those small NGOs that cannot be present at such events already start with a handicap 
in the funding-seeking competition. 
Interview Respondent #13, manager at a funding organisation, expressed his concern 
about the unhealthy dependence of beneficiaries on funding organisations. This relationship 
derives from the neocolonialistic approach of some First World-based funders which have 
significant economic capital, but oftentimes lack cultural capital in the place where their 




“I think obviously there’s a strong relationship between funders and beneficiaries, but 
(…) I think those relationships in some ways can almost become nepotistic. Because 
we haven’t created a system that enables us to exit granting relationships and actively 
find a new work without risking the sustainability of the work we previously funded.” 
 
This sort of relationship is noticed by Kay (2012), who claims that monitoring and 
evaluation (M&E) systems play a significant role in constructing the relationship between 
donors and recipients hierarchical. 
Another manager at another funding body, Interview Respondent #8 pointed out a 
different type of connection, namely when a primarily SDP-focused organisation connects to 
other sectors: 
 
“Because the awareness of sport for development programmes is increasing, I think 
now you will start to see those thematic sectors – health, education –, reaching out to 
proactively contacting the sport for development charities. Saying ‘oh, can you help 
me run a programme that’s around young people and their obesity levels?’. (…) I 
think in the past it would always have been the sport for development reaching out to 
those sectors and these stakeholders, but I think now it’s beginning to work both ways 
and hopefully, that will continue to increase.” 
 
The above-explained trend implies that SDP is a somewhat self-ruling field which 
has connections to other fields. The expansion of such connectivity is suggested by 
Giulianotti et al. (2019), who claim that SDP could learn a lot from representatives of other 
spheres of the development sector, such as the social, community and youth work sector and 
education (2019). 
This favourable trend described by Interview Respondent #8 is noticeable in the IPSD 
database. Several, recently established non-sport focused organisations have joined the SDP 
field and are registered on sportanddev.org. One example is Fundlife International, a 
Philippine NGO established in 2014, which promotes holistic education (Fundlife 
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International website, accessed on 2 July 2019). Most of these organisations use sport as a 
fly-paper to catch potential participants’ attention and deliver ‘plus sport’ programmes. 
This cross-sectoral partnership-building is noted by Keim, who states that a multi-
stakeholder approach in partnership-building is crucial in SDP (Keim 2012). This trend is 
also mentioned in some UN documents: in the discussion paper of the World Health 
Organization on the social determinants of health (WHO 2011), and two UNESCO 
documents: the strategy on education for health and well-being (UNESCO 2016) and in the 
Kazan Action Plan (UNESCO 2017).  
The interview respondents pointed out several instances when they encountered 
missing links while working in SDP. Respondent #6, a former international relations officer, 
pointed out a disconnection between stakeholders on different levels, namely local, national 
and international: 
 
“You go from local environment where the action is taking place, to national which 
is already a big gap in some countries, and then to international, where there’s even 
more of a gap, so the information gets lost on the way. (…) So, they are trying to 
build policy on the international level when locally policies are not clear and 
sometimes they don’t even have sport. (…) Some countries don’t even have 
infrastructure for sport in general, so sport and development is a whole other concept 
to bring through.” 
 
In many countries, there are a great number of local SDP initiatives, but the 
government does not have an SDP policy in place, and might not be aware of the majority of 
these programmes. It is particularly true to Third World countries, therefore affects a 
significant portion of organisations on IPSD, as 46.58% of these organisations operate purely 
in the Third World. However, we do not need to go that far: in Hungary, there is no mention 
of SDP in any of the most recent sport-related policy documents, including the Act I of 2004 
on Sports and the National Sport Strategy (Bardocz-Bencsik et al. 2018). Therefore, the local 
implementing organisations, if they seek support, need to go to the international level, which 
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is much more challenging. Possible obstacles include probable language barriers and the 
bigger competition that they face if they seek help from an international organisation.  
Another reason for the misalignment is what Interview Respondent #7, a former staff 
member of UNOSDP, said about sharing the information within an organisation. As he said: 
 
“When we were working with the Special Adviser, he would be the person to go to 
many events (…). And if someone from the working level were to go there, the 
information would be better relayed, to not just the UNOSDP office teammates, but 
also to the UN at large.” 
 
What Respondent #7 described is a common habitus of many agents in SDP. 
Oftentimes, high-level representatives of organisations take part in networking events, but in 
many instances, they mostly grow their personal social capital, instead of increasing that of 
their organisation.  
Keim (2012) also noted that there is a lack of linkages between existing voluntary 
initiatives around long-term engagement in sport and policy development. Levermore and 
Beacom (2009) note that the prominent role of the UN and international agencies needs to 
resonate on the governmental level. For this to happen, governments need to be convinced 
of the potential of sport in development work. 
While Respondent #6 misses links and communication between certain types of 
agents, Respondent #10 described a national example, where, within one single stakeholder 
– namely a ministry –, there are some lacking connections: 
 
“I think the missing component is sharing the information. For example, in case of 
Japan, the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports, the sport sector and the education 
sector is separated basically. But the physical education is, for example, under the 
sport sector. So, if they would like to support (…) education, (…) including physical 




Respondent #1 noted one more missing connection, namely the gap between 
practitioners and academia: 
 
“There was a strong move; it started in 2005. (…) I think there was a hype around 
monitoring and evaluation; this hype was very welcome to the field. But what I still 
see is a gap between theory and practice, between research at the university and 
research in the field.” 
 
He shares this opinion with numerous researchers in the field. Cornelissen (2011) 
states that “one of the biggest problems with the sport for-development movement is the lack 
of an evidentiary base, and the often substantial gap between theory and practice”. Coalter 
(2010) notes that science is needed to help deconstruct claims about solving broad gauge 
problems by limited-focus interventions. Many other researchers reflect on the critical work 
made in SDP in general (Cronin 2011, Coakley 2011). Burnett (2015) calls for more strategic 
research in SDP and for ‘actionable’ knowledge to develop programme design, 
implementation and impact. In a research interview, Hums advocated for scholars to connect 
to practitioners to have a positive impact (Welty Peachey et al. 2016). 
In 2011, Comic Relief, a British charity published a mapping exercise of research. 
They analysed 277 reports published since 2005. They found that “many individuals and 
organisations use the terms ‘research’ and ‘evaluation’ interchangeably, treating any form of 
data collection as research” (Cronin 2011). The publication points out that “evaluations are 
often designed to gather merely supporting evidence”, a challenge that is further elaborated 
on in this thesis. 
 
4.5 The IDSDP campaign (2014-2019) 
 
One of the milestones in SDP is the UNGA Resolution A/RES/67/296 that proclaimed 
April 6 to be the International Day of Sport for Development and Peace. As the aim of the 
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IDSDP is to promote the sector on the global scale, I examine the first six years of the 
campaign.  
Since the beginning of 2014 until 31 July 2019, 252 articles were published on 
sportanddev.org about the IDSDP, using the #IDSDP hashtag. 82 of them were about the day 
in general, most of them being published by the Operating Team of sportanddev.org. They 
gave practical tips to get involved or reported on the global movement at the end of each 
year’s campaign. The remaining 170 articles with the #IDSDP hashtag were reports on 
activities that were organised in commemoration of the international day.  
As part of my analysis, I examined how many articles were posted about IDSDP 
events each year. Table 5 illustrates my results.  
 
Table 5: The number of articles on the IPSD that report on IDSDP events per year (2014-
19) 
 Year # of articles Percentage of articles (%) 
 2014 12 7.1 
 2015 36 21.2 
 2016 36 21.2 
 2017 25 14.7 
 2018 19 11.2 
 2019 42 24.7 
Total  170 100 
Legend: The table presents the number of articles published on the International Platform on Sport and 
Development that report on the International Day of Sport for Development and Peace in each year of the 
campaign between 2014 and 2019. The table also shows the percentage distribution of all articles per year. 
 
It is worth noting that as the global IDSDP campaign grew, other online tools have 
been used for the promotion of the campaign. For instance, SDP NGO Peace and Sport has 
set up april6.org and encouraged the global community to post their events on their platform.  
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Each year Peace and Sport releases an annual report on their april6 campaign, with 
information on the number of events registered on april6.org that year. In 2014 this number 
was 346–349, according to their report. (I contacted Peace and Sport and asked them to 
provide me with the exact number of events, however, they could not be more specific than 
the annual report and confirmed that the number of events was 346-349.) In 2015 this number 
was 180, in 2016 it was 310, in 2017 it was 630, in 2018 it was 850, while in 2019 it was 
1212, according to the reports. Each year significantly more events were registered on 
april6.org than on sportanddev.org; however, they are presented less systematically, with less 
information on the individual events. This is why the research was carried out on 
sportanddev.org, not on april6.org.  
Additionally, many events were promoted on social media channels, for example, as 
Facebook events. This growth of online campaigning might have affected the use of 
sportanddev.org as a promotional platform. Nevertheless, it is notable that in 2017 and 2018 
there was a slight decrease of articles published on the IDSDP on sportanddev.org. A possible 
reason for this is the closure of the UNOSDP in May 2017 and the uncertainty around SDP 
right before and after the closure. 
As the second part of my analysis of the IDSDP articles, I categorised the events that 
these articles reported on. I established ten categories to be able to classify these events. Table 
6 presents these categories and the number of articles that belong to each category. In some 
cases, one article reported on multiple types of activities. In these cases, I counted the article 
into all categories where it fits. I was not able to count the total number of events in the 




Table 6: The types of activities organised around the IDSDP (2014-2019) and the number 
of articles that reported on them 
 Type of activity # of events  
Sporting and other physical activities 56 
SDP-themed workshops, round table discussions, seminars, formal education 
classes 
35 
Social media campaigns and other internet-based campaigning (i.e. social media 
debate, using Facebook’s thematic profile photo frame) 
31 
The combination of sporting and non-formal education activities in the theme of 
SDP and/or around the SDGs 
29 
Artistic activities, including contests (i.e. essay-writing, poster-making, photo-
taking and video-shooting) 
11 
Symbolic actions (i.e. walk for peace); messages from UN representatives  10 
Creation of traditional media content (i.e. video clips, video messages) 8 
Signing partnership agreements, ceremonial announcements of partnerships and 
sponsorships  
6 
Connecting IDSDP to other campaigns and commemorations (i.e. the International 
Day of Reflection on the Genocide in Rwanda and the World Table Tennis Day) 
4 
Charitable activities, including donation of sports equipment and fundraising 2 
 
Legend: The table lists the types of activities organised around the International Day of Sport for Development 
and Peace between 2014 and 2019. It also presents the number of articles that reported on each type of activity. 
 
It is notable that the number of types of agents that joined the IDSDP campaign was 
continually growing in the examined period. In the first year, mostly dedicated SDP 
organisations reported about their activities on sportanddev.org. In 2015, the IOC, an agent 
with great economic and social capital, joined the IDSDP campaign by publishing two videos 
that showcase the power of sport. The clips featured IOC President Thomas Bach and that-
time UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon. In the same year, one national Olympic 
committee, the one of Kosovo, celebrated the IDSDP as well. The involvement of the IOC 
and the Kosovo Olympic Committee demonstrates well that the campaign grew out of the 
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circles of SDP organisations in its second year, as other types of agents, sports governing 
bodies, joined it as well. In 2016, the campaign grew out of the sports sector, as governmental 
organisations – including the Commonwealth Secretariat and the Educational Ministry of 
Bhutan –,   and even Pope Francis took actions to promote the IDSDP and sport as a tool for 
development. 2017 was the most successful year since the campaign’s start in 2014, 
according to a report (aroundtherings.com website, accessed on 5 August 2019). This year 
Facebook created a thematic profile photo frame, making it very easy for individuals and 
organisations to join the online IDSDP campaign. Both in 2017 and 2018, two events were 
organised that connected the IDSDP to other commemorations, reaching out to other social 
fields, therefore, a wider audience. 24.7% of the articles reported on activities organised in 
2019. These activities included highly innovative ones, such as the Global Goals Games that 
aimed at harnessing the power of sport in the promotion of the SDGs and value-based football 
sessions that taught participants about financial literacy.  
 
4.6 Challenges in SDP 
 
Kidd (2008) sums up the sector’s challenges as “it (SDP) is still in its infancy, 
woefully underfunded, completely unregulated, poorly planned and coordinated and largely 
isolated from mainstream development efforts”. Many of his thoughts were shared by the 
respondents of the in-depth interviews and the survey. 
 
4.6.1 The misconception of sport as a social panacea 
 
Most of my interview respondents mentioned the misleading rhetoric about the social 
role of sport as the magic panacea that cures all social problems in the world. This concern 
is shared by academia (Giulianotti 2004, Coalter 2010, Gilbert and Bennett 2012) and even 
in documents of organisations operating in SDP (Swiss Agency for Development and Co-
operation 2005). In Coalter’s words, many people who work in SDP have “a largely uncritical 
and one-dimensional view of ‘sport’ as having inherent properties and inevitably positive 
outcomes – ‘development’” (2010).  
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Interview Respondent #5, a researcher-practitioner explained it with a practical 
example: 
“One of the negative aspects of the field (…) is this idea; it’s like the evangelism. In 
other words, how many conferences have you been to and I’ve been to where the lead 
speakers got up and quoted from Nelson Mandela ‘Sport has the power to change the 
world’, almost like a preacher. So, people then start to think that ‘oh, any sport could 
change the world positively’, without looking at the negative consequences of sport-
related interventions or events.” 
 
It resonates well with Patriksson’s claims – also mentioned in the Introduction – that 
sport is not a priori good or bad, but can have positive and negative outcomes. He also 
emphasises the importance of examining what conditions are necessary for sport to reach 
positive outcomes (Patriksson 1995). Coalter’s indicative programme theory, a conceptual 
basis of this thesis is a framework that helps organisations design and deliver projects in 
which sport can indeed support positive social change.  
Interview Respondent #2, the former executive director of sportanddev.org, put this 
challenge forward. She claims that the belief in the magical power of sport often results in 
overloading expectations, another challenge raised by several respondents: 
 
“We are overloading our programmes with the expectation that it can cure all ills 
within the community. (...) I think people like Mr Ogi and Mr Lemke have contributed 
to that overloading of expectation. And they have not done us a favour. In terms of 
telling the world that sport can resolve all social problems in the world.” 
 
The respondent referred to Mr Adolf Ogi, the first, and Mr Wilfried Lemke, the 
second Special Adviser to the UN Secretary-General on Sport for Development and Peace. 
High-level advocates – such as the two gentlemen – are necessary to promote SDP, as the 
field competes for scarce resources within the development sector. Even so, communication 
about the impact of SDP projects on participants must be based on research findings to avoid 
the misconception that sport cures all social problems in the world. It is worth noting that this 
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misconception reinforces the lobbying power of the SDP sector, and therefore, the 
relationship with critical scholars is ambivalent. In order to enhance the quality of SDP 
projects, more research is needed, and the research results must be communicated outside of 
academia as well. However, these works may also contribute to the demystification of sport 
as a social vaccine.    
It is notable that the survey respondents did not mention the misconception of sport 
as a social panacea as one of the greatest challenges of the sector. The reason behind it might 
be that the survey was filled solely by representatives of implementing organisations, and the 
survey limited them to identify maximum three challenges. So, it is possible that for them, 
there are many, more significant challenges, and it is also possible that they do not consider 
this misconception as important a challenge, as the ones more closely related to praxis. The 
latter one could also be possible as in many instances these overly enthusiastic statements are 
coming from implementing bodies that are competing for economic and social capital with 
each other and agents from other, related fields. For instance, the organisation of one of the 
survey respondents claim that their mission is “to build peaceful communities through the 
power of sport, and thereby create a safer, more equitable and inclusive world” (Peace and 
Sport website, accessed on 31 July 2019). 
 
4.6.2 Making ourselves understood 
 
Making the concept of SDP known and understood was one of the most significant 
challenges within the sector, according to six survey participants (20%). One of them 
explained it as  
 
“understanding of SDP in the wider, international and more mainstream context. 
Many audiences view our work as simply ‘playing soccer with kids in the townships’, 
without fully understanding our focus to public health issues and our dedication to 




Respondent #4 of the interviews, senior project manager at sportanddev.org, noted 
the overly positive communication of the two former Special Advisers about SDP, while 
other respondents mentioned the lack of clear communication about SDP. As Respondent 
#11, regional manager of a national governmental development agency says: 
 
“Not everybody is really understanding the true concept of SDP sometimes. They just 
think that ‘okay, we can just bring sports into some cultural activities’, of course, 
that’s good, but you know, what are the goals for this project? What they really aim 
to achieve through sports is not really clear sometimes. (…) Sometimes we could not 
see the long-term process that they plan in the programme.” 
 
It is noteworthy that Respondent #11’s organisation, GIZ, has a unique place in the 
SDP field, as it does not only fund projects, but also implements them with local agents. It 
means that it either possesses or can get access to all types of capital that are vital in the field. 
The above concerns are in line with the research findings of Coalter and Taylor who studied 
six organisations delivering SDP programmes. They found that “most programme personnel 
had difficulty in formulating researchable project outcomes with the conceptual precision 
required for evaluation (...) Related to this, many had difficulty in articulating why and how 
the various programmes might produce various outcomes” (2010). 
Interview Respondent #12, a researcher, is concerned with inappropriate 
communication about the social role of sport, which can lead to other challenges: 
 
“Another problem (…) is the lack of awareness of the social role of sports and how it 
can promote social development. (…) That leads (…) to the lack of funding to some 
projects, which is very necessary.” 
 
Still related to the unclear communication about the sector, Respondent #13, 





“I think the biggest challenge in the sector is that the sector needs to get outside of 
itself. (…) The International Day for Sport for Development and Peace tends to just 
be sport for development organisations that are talking to themselves. (…)  It still 
sounds like we’re sitting in a locked room talking to ourselves.” 
 
It is important to note that the above interview was recorded in early 2017, and since 
then, the IDSDP campaign has developed significantly. This growth is explained in detail in 
Chapter 6.5 The IDSDP campaign (2014-2019). 
 
4.6.3 Doing it right 
 
Proper management of SDP programmes is essential for their successful running, and 
lacking right management is a challenge to many practitioners. 11 survey respondents 
(36.7%) found proper management of SDP programmes, including finding the right partners, 
a challenge. 
Almost all interview respondents noted that there is a lack of professionalism in the 
SDP field when it comes to project implementation. Respondent #8, development manager 
of a funding organisation, explains it from the perspective of a potential funder: 
 
“My (…) challenge to the sector is (…) how professional the charity is when it 
operates. (…) You’ve got to prove what you do, it’s not good enough to sit in front 
of a corporate that potentially wants to fund something and expect them to write a 
check just because you are using football (…) You’ve got to be professional how you 
present, you’ve got to be professional in how you report.” 
 
If an SDP project is guided by the sport for development programme theory, it is 
likely to run in a professional manner and is likely to be able to prove its impacts. Projects 
that are led by this theory not only can lay the basis for changed attitudes and behaviour but 
can actually change participants’ values and attitudes as well (Coalter 2013). 
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A core element of good management is adequate monitoring and evaluation (M&E). 
However, a great portion of project implementers find it difficult to deliver M&E. Its reasons 
are manifold: M&E is often a burden on practitioners who do not have the motivation, time 
and/or knowledge to carry out M&E; moreover, they can often be confused by the different 
concepts and standards of M&E. Additionally, M&E is often donor-driven, therefore 
encourages implementers to showcase only positive results (Meier 2013). 
Lacking adequate M&E is a substantial challenge of SDP, noted by several interview 
respondents. As Respondent #6, former international relations officer of an SDP NGO, 
explained: 
 
“I think M&E is very-very tough because, in terms of reporting, which is the reason 
most people do it now, first of all, I wonder if people actually read the reports and 
learn from it. Because sometimes the report is only made and then I don’t know who 
learns from it, or if this learning is perpetuated somewhere.” 
 
Shah et al. (2006) argue that M&E must serve as a basis for dialogue, both within the 
implementing organisation and between the implementers and the project partners, such as 
sponsors. The above-mentioned challenge could be solved by using established M&E tools, 
as some of them are designed specifically for SDP projects, such as the Sport-in/for-
Development Impact Assessment Tool (Burnett 2008). As another solution, implementers 
can establish their M&E protocol that fits their projects. Coalter’s monitoring and evaluation 
manual (2008) gives guidance in establishing and implementing a framework for the M&E 
of the processes, outcomes and impacts of SDP projects. Shah et al. (2006) created another 
useful monitoring and evaluation tool for projects, which focuses on HIV/AIDS education: 
their step-by-step guide helps implementers make their activities more effective in the 
community. Whichever tool is chosen, it is highly recommended by researchers (Shah et al. 
2006, Coalter 2007a, Meier 2013) to carry out participatory M&E, involving members of the 
organisation in the process. This approach can lead to capacity-building, greater ownership, 
an improved organisational structure, among other benefits (Coalter 2007). Meier (2013) 
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suggests using community mapping, story-telling, self-video recording or picture monitoring 
exercises as they are all easy-to-understand participatory tools, which are very useful when 
working with children or where the illiteracy rate is high. 
M&E is undoubtedly a fundamental part of project implementation, and it has several 
benefits: it provides learning points for both the implementers and the funders. According to 
several researchers, it is a challenge to build a body of knowledge from M&E because the 
unintended consequences often remain underreported. Nonetheless, even with proper M&E, 
it can be challenging to present the project results according to some respondents. 
Respondent #9, a practitioner in Latin-America and the Caribbean, explained it why: 
 
“Our work takes a lot longer to show over time. (…) It takes years to see if someone 
understands behaviour, shows it and really imparts it around their community. I think 
the challenge is trying to have people understand that. (…) Knowing that these 
interventions take time and how do we report that, how do we word that, so people 
one, understand it, two, are likely to invest in it.” 
 
This concern about the difficulty in proving the programme results on one’s personal 
development is shared in the literature. Coalter and Taylor (2010) state that there is no 
consistent and predictable ‘sport-for-development effect’ and Coalter argues that “there is a 
general conceptual weakness, with a widespread failure to (…) consider the nature, extent 
and duration of participation to achieve presumed impacts; the precise nature of individual 
impacts (i.e., the effect of sport on participants) and the nature of their presumed causal 
relationship with outcomes” (2015). Moreover, Coakley (2011) notes that it is difficult to 
analytically separate the developmental changes related to sport participation from more 
general developmental changes in one’s life. 
 
4.6.4 Funding to start and to keep going  
 
As all survey respondents were SDP practitioners, the most popular challenge among 
them was the lack of economic capital, meaning the scarcity of financial resources. 17 of 
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them (56.7%) mentioned it, one of them phrasing it as “competition for dollars in a crowded 
charity market”. Five of them (20%) also found it challenging to sustain their projects as they 
are dependent on funding. 
Several interview respondents expressed their concern about the sustainability of SDP 
projects, which is linked to the challenge of long-term funding. As Respondent #7, a former 
staff member of UNOSDP, puts it: 
 
“I guess now that there’s not going to be any high-level representative, there’s going 
to be a huge decrease in funding. (…) Many organisations, for example, like to be 
involved with the UN when it comes to their SDP work, but now there is no UN 
connection, what are the benefits for funding? They’re only really doing it for the UN 
logo to put onto their activity. So, without the UN logo, what are they working for?” 
 
Respondent #7 refers to that the UNOSDP used to be an agent with great field-
specific social and distribution capital, and this was one of the reasons other agents of the 
field were striving to establish connections with it.  
Respondent #2, former executive director at sportanddev.org, was already concerned 
with the challenge of funding when the UNOSDP was still open in February 2017: 
 
“Sustainability is really a problem, and I think it’s not only a problem in sport and 
development, but sport and development being such a small field actually suffers a 
lot. From unsustainable funding, from lack of long-term commitment of governments 
and donors, from too little going outside of the known circles, engaging other players, 
from lack of funding willingness, maybe also lack of actual funding from 
federations.” 
 
Even when funding is available through corporate partners, a moral challenge could 




“What kind of organisation is it legitimate to take support from? […] Is it good to get 
resources from Nike or from Adidas, even though when you look at some of their 
practices in terms of their overseas factories, of the conditions they work, is it right 
that (…)  an SDP organisation should be taken resources from another organisation 
which has got issues to do with its global presence?” 
This moral question is a highly interesting one, taking into account that the habitus of 
such corporations in their daily operation is beyond the control of the other agents of the SDP 
field.  
In the past decade, a trending way to establish SDP projects has been to build them 
around major sports events as their legacy programmes. Since the adoption of the IOC’s 
Olympic Agenda 2020 in 2014, well thought-out legacy programmes need to be integral parts 
of bids, therefore, opportunities for SDP projects have increased. Regarding the phenomenon 
of SDP projects as legacy programmes of major events I noticed some scepticism in the SDP 
community, having talked about it with various agents. A university professor once pointed 
it out to me that the 2010 FIFA World Cup in South Africa had various SDP activities as side 
events, but a couple of years later, the legacy is negligible. My attention was brought to 
another similar example around the 2012 Summer Olympics in London. A charitable 
organisation, International Inspiration, was set up in 2007 to deliver various educational 
activities – including some SDP ones – around the Games, but this organisation is not active 
anymore. Their last annual report on their website is from 2014-2015 (International 
Inspiration website, accessed on 1 April 2020).  A third example of some scepticism around 
SDP projects as legacy initiatives is the one of Sport4Tomorrow. It is a programme with SDP 
elements that is linked to the 2020 Summer Olympics and Paralympics in Tokyo. Someone, 
who has been working for this programme, shared his concerns with me about the legacy of 
this initiative. He thinks that the programme will finish once the Games are over, as the 
Japanese government’s support will decrease.  
Apart from funding, sustainability depends on other factors as well, for instance, on 
the structure of the programme. Interview Respondent #2, former executive director at 
sportanddev.org, raised her concern about that. It resonates with Giulianotti’s note on the 
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limited dialogue between the donor and the recipient organisations before the start of the 
programmes (Giulianotti 2004). Respondent #2 describes the contrast between the opening 
and the closing phases of SDP programmes: 
 
“I think the biggest issue in SDP is exit strategy. There’s a lot of enthusiasm, and also 
a lot of money that goes into starting up a programme and running it and making sure 
that all the kids are happy and that numbers grow, and that we have a good impact 
and maybe from a local programme it becomes a regional programme, and then there 
are more ideas added, and then out of the health programme a gender project develops 
or an economic project develops, all great developments. But then how do the 
Northern organisations actually exit? And they cause disasters right and left. And I 
think it’s so unfair because we don’t have sustainability. (…) It’s so unfair to go and 
to trigger something and then to leave people alone. And not educate them to a degree 
where they can do these sorts of things on their own.” 
 
This opinion is based on the neocolonial narrative that is about “Northern 
organisations” bringing “a lot of money” to SDP projects and then “not educating” the 
beneficiaries to be able to sustain the programme. The respondent was talking from 
experience, having worked with numerous implementing organisations as former programme 
director for the Swiss Academy for Development. Nonetheless, her opinion is only true for a 
certain share of programmes, and definitely not true for those that involve locals in the 
implementation from the beginning. 
 
4.6.5 Implementers’ challenges 
 
The survey participants mentioned two other types of challenges that were not noted 
by the interview respondents. These were local challenges and challenges related to 
workforce. Ten survey respondents (33.3%) mentioned some kind of difficulties in 
programme implementation that are related to the local context. One respondent from Laos 




“Early marriage for young people participating in sport across the country is a 
challenge. Early marriage is common practice in the communities where we work, 
meaning that our efforts to build players, coaches and leaders are usually stopped 
abruptly at the age of 13-14 for young women.” 
 
Other local challenges included the legal framework related to the registration of SDP 
organisations, poor infrastructure, and that organisations duplicate each other’s work. 
Nine survey respondents (30%) mentioned some kind of workforce-related challenges 
among the top three difficulties that they encounter. This category covers challenges related 
to finding skilled and trained staff members and also the limited time that volunteers can 
offer. 
During my involvement in an SDP programme in Cambodia, I experienced some of 
these implementers’ challenges. One of them was working with teachers of various subjects 
– except physical education – in delivering physical education classes. These teachers 
volunteered to learn from a manual how to deliver PE classes, without having been in PE 
classes themselves when they were students. On top of this challenge came the lack of 
adequate facilities and equipment. At one school, PE classes were held in a classroom with 
a leaking roof and the students practiced headstands on cardboards instead of mattresses. 
Another gymnastic exercise in that same class was cartwheel. As the teacher could not 
explain the proper technique, neither could he demonstrate the exercise, the students needed 
to use their imagination to figure out how to deliver the task. It was a highly formative 
experience, as I obtained some cultural capital through it. Getting to know the local context 
made it easier to understand the habitus of the agents within this project. 
 
4.7 High-level athletes’ involvement in SDP 
 
Today, high-level athletes are important agents in the SDP field, as they are involved 
with various kinds of organisations, for instance, development agencies, such as UNAIDS, 
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UNICEF and UNHCR, governmental organisations such as GIZ, and non-sport NGOs, such 
as the Light for the World Foundation. First, I share some quantitative characteristics of 
athletes’ involvement in the sector; then I turn towards the characteristics this involvement 
needs to have to be beneficial. 
 
4.7.1 Star athletes’ involvement in SDP in figures 
 
 
I carried out two studies on the extent of the involvement of high-profile athletes in 
SDP; one on the organisational profiles that have been uploaded to the IPSD, and one on 
‘Look to the stars’, the world’s largest website about celebrity charity news.  
The examination of the 697 organisations that made up the dataset for my research 
on the IPSD resulted in 62 organisations (11.2%) that work with high-profile athlete 
ambassadors. 21 of these organisations have one single ambassador (33.9%). It is worth 
mentioning that out of these 21 organisations, three were founded by and named after high-
profile athletes. 22 organisations work with two to five athlete ambassadors (35.5%), and 12 
organisations are affiliated with 6-14 ambassadors (19.4%). Seven organisations use 30 or 
more athlete ambassadors (11.3%), out of which four work with 80 or more athletes (6.5%). 
My search continued on ‘Look to the stars’, a global online platform of celebrity 
charity news. 4340 celebrities that support charities and 2289 charities with celebrity 
supporters were registered there at the time of the analysis (Look to the Stars website, 
accessed on 29 November 2018). The website has been used in scientific research in the past 
several times (Littler 2008, Thrall et al. 2008, Budabin et al. 2017).  
I used the platform’s internal search functions to filter the listed celebrities based on 
their profession and based on the topic of the charitable projects they are involved in, in order 
to find all the registered athletes that are working in SDP. My search resulted in 523 
celebrities in the sport sector, which is 12.1% of all listed celebrities. Out of these 523 
celebrities, 102 work with organisations that implement sport-related projects – not only SDP 
ones. It means that 2.4% of all registered celebrities are athletes working for sport-related 
causes. Further analysis showed that 87 athletes are co-operating with at least one charitable 
organisation that does some sort of SDP activity. It means that two percent of the celebrities 
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on the platform are athletes who are engaged in SDP projects. I am aware of that the website 
does not list all those celebrities that work for charitable causes, but my results can still 
indicate the size of star-supported SDP interventions compared to celebrity-endorsed 
development work in general. 
16.6% of the sports professionals – athletes, coaches and managers – on ‘Look to the 
stars’ work with SDP projects. The reason for this relatively low ratio could be that 
organisations working in SDP compete for these high-profile people with organisations 
working for other charitable causes, such as building schools and hospitals and finding cures 
for diseases. 
 
4.7.2 Key characteristics of successful athlete ambassadors of SDP 
 
I analysed the parts of the in-depth interviews about high-profile athletes’ 
involvement in SDP based on Goodman and Barnes’ ‘development celebrity’ and 
‘star/poverty space’ concepts. Through the analysis, five themes emerged, which I will 
present on the following pages.  
 
4.7.2.1 Key characteristics of development celebrities: credibility, authenticity and expertise  
 
Goodman and Barnes identify three vital characteristics of development celebrities: 
credibility, authenticity and expertise. Credibility and authenticity can be built up through 
working with credible organisations and can be strengthened by photoshoots, interviews and 
blog posts on their work in development (2011). Their expertise comes from their first-hand 
knowledge – attained by visits to the site of development activities – and from the 
organisations they work with, which provide them with the information they recite as ‘para-
experts’ (2011). Most of my respondents agreed with Goodman and Barnes on that these 
characteristics are vital for high-profile athletes’ ambassadorship in SDP.  
Respondent #3, the CEO of the Roger Federer Foundation explained the example of Roger 
Federer, who came second in the Reputation Institute’s survey (2011) on the world's most 




“Roger has a very high credibility. This is among other things due to the fact that he 
takes full responsibility for everything he does, also when it comes to philanthropy. 
This is why he started a foundation with his own name, takes an active role as 
President and is involved in every strategic decision. He would not give his name for 
something he has no influence on the quality or where he cannot fully cope with an 
engagement.” 
The description of Roger Federer’s credibility as ‘development celebrity’ resonates 
well with what Goodman and Barnes claim about credibility. They claim that it must be 
earned and maintained. Roger Federer takes responsibility for everything he does, therefore 
maintains this credibility. In line with Goodman and Barnes’ line of thought, layers are added 
to Roger Federer’s credibility through his social media and traditional media appearances as 
a development celebrity. An example of how much the tennis player’s status as ‘development 
celebrity’ is part of his public persona is that a photo of him with beneficiaries of his 
Foundation is the cover of his official Facebook page. 
Respondent #8, development manager of a funding organisation, takes note of the 
importance of knowledge about the topic that the celebrity athletes work on. She says that 
“you have to have the right match between the celebrity and the programme that they are 
talking about because you want that celebrity to be knowledgeable if they’re talking to press”. 
I believe that this knowledge – or expertise, in Goodman and Barnes’ words – and therefore, 
authenticity can develop with the athletes’ growing experience in the development topic.  
Respondent #7, a former staff member of the UNOSDP, formed a critical opinion on 
those SDP programmes where the endorsing athletes are not authentic to their role as 
ambassadors. As he explained, in some cases, he cannot see the link between the athlete and 
the development topic the athlete works on: ‘there are some cases where you are just like 
“really, that’s the person you’re choosing to talk about this?”’ 
Development celebrity athletes can only be authentic if they understand the 
development topic they work on and if they take their role seriously. Several interviewees 
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share this view. Respondent #3, CEO of the Roger Federer Foundation, noted that high-
profile athletes should take a severe engagement when working for charitable causes: 
 
“Don’t take it not serious! (…) Helping people, creating change in a developing 
country is a very serious business. It’s a professional business, and the beneficiaries, 
they deserve a professional approach. It’s not hobby. It should not be hobby. (…) I 
think there is a lack of professional ambition, professional behaviour behind a lot of 
prominent people, which can cause damage.” 
 
My remark about this claim is that it can be extended beyond developing countries, 
taking into account that a considerable portion of SDP programmes run in the First World.  
 
A lack of professionalism could harm the credibility of the athlete celebrity as a public 
persona. An example is when Didier Drogba’s credibility was damaged when investigations 
found inadequate governance practices within the football player’s charities (Reuters 
website, accessed on 21 June 2019). Respondent #2, former executive director at 
sportanddev.org, pointed out the importance of the depth of the ambassadors’ involvement 
in SDP: 
 
“If somebody remains a sports person while you are using them as ambassador, it 
doesn’t help. (…) This person needs to really understand what sport and development 
is, needs to understand that it’s not about him- or herself, and it’s not about sport as 
such.” 
 
Respondent #6, former international relations officer at Peace and Sport believes that 
in order to do a meaningful job as a development celebrity, the ambassadors must understand 




“I think if they go to the field and see what can be done, (…) and if they can maybe 
even go through what the kids go through, and really understand what the education, 
what the method is, and spend the time, then I think it’s good.” 
 
This is in line with what Goodman and Barnes see as the backbone of development 
celebrities: they claim that if “celebrities as ‘extra-ordinary’ individuals can do something 
‘ordinary’, then we as ‘ordinary’ individuals can do something ‘extra-ordinary’” (2011) – 
encouraged by their positive example. 
 
4.7.2.2 Famous athletes have an ‘amplified voice’ – also when talking about development 
 
According to Goodman and Barnes, celebrities have an elevated position in society, 
which grants them an amplified voice, therefore can reach broad audiences (2011). This is 
true for famous athletes as well, which could be beneficial for the SDP field. Giulianotti and 
Darnell already acknowledged the advantage of famous athletes in getting media attention to 
SDP projects, and several respondents mentioned it as well. Additionally, with the rapidly 
developing web 2.0 technologies, athletes can directly spread their (development-related) 
news on their social media platforms as well. 
Respondent #2, former executive director at sportanddev.org, summarised the 
opinion of several respondents saying “high-profile athletes have a big advantage. They 
generate media presence”. 
Respondent #7, a former staff member of the UNOSDP, pointed out that through their 
media presence, high-profile sportspeople can raise awareness more effectively than other, 
non-famous people: 
 
“The most important part of their job is getting a message across. And as long as the 
message is good, then I’m happy that they use a global ambassador because it saves 
the work of many other people (…) It helps an organisation to disperse a lot of 




What the respondent says about “saving the work of many other people”, resonates 
with what Goodman and Barnes mean on the development celebrity’s amplified voice, that 
“grants them authority beyond ‘normal’ citizens” (2011). 
Nevertheless, Respondent #7 was the only one who stated that bringing attention to 
the SDP cause is the only benefit of having a famous sportsperson involved, saying that “the 
ambassador is just an advertising board”. The respondent’s statement may be a slight 
exaggeration, as the depth of an athlete’s involvement in SDP can vary from project to 
project. 
Respondent #4, senior project manager at sportanddev.org, expressed his opinion on 
the media attention athletes attract, noting that it can benefit fundraising efforts. 
 
“I’m a bit sceptical of this type of marketing, which is about bringing bling to the 
organisation, but I think it actually works. I think as a fundraising mechanism, it can 
be effective.” 
 
This is mentioned by SDP scholars, Darnell and Giulianotti as well. When Giulianotti 
(2011a) developed three ideal-types of SDP organisations – technical, dialogical and critical 
–, he claimed that “the largest technical agencies have elite social capital, and often secure 
patronage from international celebrities who attract media coverage and corporate donors” 
(Giulianotti 2011a), making the link between high-level athletes’ capability to generate 
attention from the media and potential funders as well. 
The fundraising potential of athletes in SDP resonates with Goodman and Barnes’ 
‘compassion–celebrity–consumption complex’, through which development and care are 
“commodified through this growing market in emotions that is charity campaigns, 
foundations and development causes” (2011). 
Respondent #4, senior project manager at sportanddev.org, also made the point that 
star athletes could be useful in the promotion of the SDP sector at large as well: 
 
“Perhaps athletes (…) could help the sport and development sector to raise its 
visibility among the type of person who might just love sport and has never really 
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thought about development (…), might not be that engaged in world affairs, but has 
the potential to realise that sport is being used in such a cool context.” 
 
It is a meaningful observation from Respondent #4, particularly given his professional 
background. Working at sportanddev.org, he is in direct contact with people around the world 
who are working and interested in SDP. He examines personal profiles before they are 
published on the IPSD, edits articles written by these individuals on SDP, and monitors social 
media communication of individuals with the platform. He, therefore, has valuable insight 
into what individuals’ relationship to SDP is and how it develops. His observation also 
resonates with what Goodman and Barnes claim about ‘relatively new’ development topics. 
They say that development celebrities offer an opportunity in drawing the public’s attention 
to these topics. 
 
4.7.2.3 ‘Materialities of authenticity’ in the athletes’ star/poverty space 
 
Athlete ambassadors present their experience with SDP projects in their star/poverty 
space through photos, videos and texts – for Goodman and Barnes, these are the ‘materialities 
of authenticity’, that are spread through traditional media and – nowadays more increasingly 
– social media platforms.  
Respondent #1, co-founder and network director of streetfootballworld, an SDP 
NGO, is of the opinion that athletes can spread information through (social) media in a 
powerful way. He uses the example of one of the ambassadors of streetfootballworld: 
 
“We have a world that is attracted by stars, too much, but this is reality. And if Juan 
Mata can reach millions of fans via a tweet, then the organisation should use that.” 
 
To put this example into perspective, I note that the football player of Manchester 
United and the Spanish national team had 7.76 million followers on Twitter, in comparison, 
streetfootballworld had 13.8 thousand followers at the time of the analysis. Looking at these 
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figures, it is obvious that Mata can spread streetfootballworld’s messages in his star/poverty 
space on Twitter to many more people than streetfootballworld can on its own. 
Goodman and Barnes claim that it is important that the celebrities are self-reflective 
of their first-hand experiences in development work in their materialities of authenticity. The 
use of ‘I’ in their texts serves as ‘we/us’, the celebrities being the ‘para-selves’ of ordinary 
people in development (2011). To find an example of such a textual account from a famous 
athlete ambassador, I used YouTube, the global online video-sharing platform. My keyword 
search on the platform found that the most-watched video of a sportsperson’s visit to a 
development site is of Roger Federer’s first visit to Malawi. In the African country, his 
foundation delivers an early childhood education programme with local partners. The video 
was posted by The Roger Federer Foundation and watched more than 118.000 times. In the 
video, the tennis player speaks in first-person singular about his excitement about being on 
the site and meeting the programme beneficiaries. He spends a day in the pre-school, attends 
classes, cooks in the kitchen, plays and dances with the children, and learns – and makes us 
learn – about the local context (YouTube channel of the Roger Federer Foundation, accessed 
on 27 March 2019). 
 
4.6.2.4 Relationship between the reputation of the ambassadors and their organisation 
 
Goodman and Barnes claim that development celebrities reinforce their credibility 
through their association with credible NGOs (2011). The effects on credibility are reciprocal 
between the celebrity athletes and their organisation, and they can be harmful as well. Star 
athletes are not flawless, as no human being is. The mistakes they make in their personal and 
professional lives often get media attention, which, in most cases, affects their role model 
status and credibility. As Meier and Saavedra note, “celebrity sports stars (…) are notorious 
for falling off their pedestals, and instead of providing inspiration they may illustrate the 
cautionary tales of negative role models” (2009). 
Respondent #4, senior project manager at sportanddev.org, is of the opinion that if 
the high-profile athlete’s reputation is damaged, it can negatively affect the reputation of the 




“The risk is obviously that you have Tiger Woods as an ambassador and there’s a 
negative media story, it happens quite often to various athletes embroiled in scandal, 
and that’s a risk for any organisation that has a partnership with that ambassador.” 
 
The example of Tiger Woods is adequate: in the peak of his career, American TV-
host Oprah Winfrey called him as “an ‘antidote’ to the anxieties weighing down America”, 
(Cole and Andrews 2001), but following his infidelity scandal, in the media he “became the 
poster child for adultery and sexual addiction” (Kozman 2013). 
Goodman and Barnes also recognised the fragility of the development celebrity’s 
reputation, and therefore the associated organisation. As they say, the celebrity’s reputation 
is “only one scandal, baby bump or poverty tour away from making or breaking them, their 
campaign and/or the charity, NGO or foundation with which they are associated” (2011). 
 
4.7.2.5 Being well-known as a role model  
 
The ambassadors of development projects must be well-known by the beneficiaries 
and the general public as well; this is a fundamental principle of the development celebrity 
concept. However, it is not the case in all SDP projects that work with athletes, according to 
several respondents. They claim that it is vital to choose athletes that the beneficiaries – 
mostly children – know and acknowledge as role models. Respondent #5, a researcher-
practitioner talked about his negative experience of working with a retired football player 
that the beneficiaries did not know, and who could therefore not become a role model for 
them: 
 
“We, Football4Peace, we were given an opportunity to work with Manchester United 
and Sir Bobby Charlton. And he did come out and work with some of the children 
and communities (…) It was far more troubled than it was worth. (…) And the 
children (…) didn’t have a clue who Bobby Charlton was. Bobby Charlton was a star 
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footballer in my generation. But for these children, if it was David Beckham, maybe 
they would know.” 
 
This opinion resonated well with the thoughts of Respondent #7, a former staff 
member of UNOSDP: 
 
“The people who they visit, most of the time don’t actually know who they are. (…) 
It’s like taking the Hungarian goalkeeper who wears trousers; I don’t remember his 
name anymore, taking him and sending him to the United States to be raising 
awareness of HIV/AIDS. People don’t know him. But if you take him to Hungary, 
he’s a celebrity.” 
 
The respondent referred to Gábor Király, former Hungarian national football team 
member, who became famous Europe-wide during the 2016 European Championships by 
wearing tracksuit trousers. Fame is an essential feature of SDP ambassador athletes. Whether 
they are nation-wide famous and work with a domestic programme or are famous globally 
and active in development on an international level – like Roger Federer and Juan Mata –, 
the public and the beneficiaries must know and acknowledge them. Only in this case can they 







The aim of the dissertation was to investigate the sport for development and peace 
field. In order to do it, firstly, I took a look at the rich English language literature on SDP and 
then, I carried out my own research. My research is what Szokolszky calls descriptive-
exploratory research, as its first steps are “identifying the phenomenon and defining its 
qualitative and quantitative characteristics” (Szokolszky 2004). I attempted to do it on SDP 
globally, with a special outlook to SDP in Hungary, as such research has been lacking in the 
literature. 
 
5.1 SDP: history and geography 
 
Using sport for personal and community development has a long and not fully 
uncovered history. One can discover the macro-level steps in the establishment of SDP 
through UN resolutions, partnership agreements and other relevant documents. These were 
presented in Chapter 2.2 A history of SDP: international policy context and 
institutionalisation. This chapter helped me identify the milestones in the history of SDP, 
which served as a basis of my investigation in Chapter 6.2 Some numbers about the growth 
of the SDP sector. 
Nonetheless, on the micro-level, it is impossible to find the roots of SDP. What is 
sure is that some grassroots organisations started their SDP work much earlier than 1993, the 
first milestone in the institutionalisation process. For instance, as Coalter (2013) points out, 
one of the most well-known SDP organisations in Africa, the Mathare Youth Sports 
Association was established in 1987, while Sports Coaches Outreach was founded in 1991.  
As much as we cannot be certain about the start of SDP practice on the community 
level, we cannot be sure about the number of organisations operating in the field on a global 
scale. However, analysing the organisational database of the International Platform on Sport 




In the beginnings of the institutionalised period of SDP (1993-2000), 9.25 
organisations were founded yearly, while this number doubled in the second period (2001-
2004), and doubled again in the third period (2005-2012). This expansion is due to the 
continuous strengthening of the institutional basis and also to that access to information 
through the World Wide Web became easier and easier. Additionally, in the third historical 
period, many funding opportunities emerged, which made SDP even more attractive than 
before. This growth until and within the third period is noticed in numerous scholarly papers 
as well. Levermore and Beacom refer to a “significant expansion” in the use of sport to trigger 
social change since 2005 (2009), while Eric Dienes stated that media and academic interest 
in SDP have been “continuously growing” (2012). In the fourth period (2013-2017), I noticed 
a slowdown in the growth of SDP. It occurred despite the establishment of the International 
Day of Sport for Development and Peace in 2013, which has been an attempt to raise 
awareness about the sector globally. This slowdown could be the result of some uncertainties 
in the institutional structure which turned up by the end of the period. Another possible reason 
is that the International Platform on Sport and Development is not as attractive for new SDP 
organisations as it used to be, and founders do not register their new establishments on 
sportanddev.org with the same enthusiasm anymore. This second explanation could also 
answer why there was no organisation founded in 2018, registered on sportanddev.org at the 
time of data analysis. A third reason could be that the SDP field got saturated, in a sense that 
there are no – or limited – further funding opportunities for new organisations on the global 
scale. 
The examination of the geographical spread of organisations working in SDP resulted 
in the establishment of six categories, based on where their headquarters and their field 
projects are. This analysis revealed that almost half of the organisations (48.1%) on 
sportanddev.org have their headquarters in the Third World, and their vast majority (46.58%) 
does fieldwork only in developing countries. 35.32% of organisations have their headquarters 
in the First World and carry out activities exclusively in the Third World, which shows a 
neocolonial approach to SDP. This finding means that the rich literature that refers to 
neocolonial practices in SDP (Banda et al. 2008, Coalter 2007a, 2010, Kay 2012, Welty 
Peachey et al. 2017) can refer to roughly one-third of SDP activities on the global scale. 
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Due to limitations within the IPSD database, I could not carry out quantitative 
research on the types of development challenges these organisations address, nor could I 
identify the most popular sports being used. However, the literature and my experience as a 
practitioner do allow some remarks in connection with these aspects.  
In 2017, Svensson and Woods conducted a study on SDP organisations, examining 
for instance the foci of their programmes and the sports used in them. Studying 945 SDP 
organisations, they found that 36.7% of them primarily focus on education. The second most 
common topic they addressed were livelihoods (16.9%), while the third most typical area 
was health (16.5%). The study also examined the types of physical activities that were used 
in these programmes. Examining 787 organisations in total, it turned out that 48.8% of them 
used multiple sports and other types of physical activities, which does not make it possible 
to identify the particular sports and activities within these programmes. Apart from this, the 
most commonly used sport was football, as 30% of the organisations worked with it. The 
second most popular sport was basketball (3.2%), while rugby came third in the listing 
(2.4%). The remaining 15.6% of organisations used 28 other types of physical activities, 
including martial arts, action sports, cycling, cricket, indigenous sports and yoga. (Svensson 
and Woods 2017).  
Published in 2016, Schulenkorf et al.’s integrated literature review examined 437 
scientific publications in SDP. They found that 225 articles (51.5%) discussed sport as a 
concept, not specifying any disciplines. 108 articles (24.7%) mentioned general physical 
activity, while 102 (23.3%) talked about football, making it the most popular sport discipline 
within the literature. The second most frequently mentioned sport was basketball, with 35 
articles (8%) talking about it, while the third most popular sport was volleyball, with 12 
mentions (2.7%) (Schulenkorf et al. 2016). 
A global study published in 2013 identified trends in SDP programmes for girls and 
women. The content-analysis of 376 SPD programmes revealed that the most popular 
programme objectives were individual development, social integration and the development 
of social capital, and the promotion of gender equity. It was also found that common 
programme content included health education, social inclusion and personal development. 
Altogether, 53 types of physical activities were used across the programmes, among which 
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football was the most popular, followed by general fitness, dance and basketball. According 
to the study, many of these SDP programmes combined traditional sports with non-traditional 
physical activities (for instance, cultural dance and double-dutch) (Hancock et al. 2013).  
In 2012, I did an internship at Peace and Sport and I could gain insight into their field 
programmes. In that year, Peace and Sport was supporting various SDP activities around the 
world, mostly in developing countries. They carried out programmes in Ivory Coast and the 
Great Lakes region (Burundi, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Rwanda) in Africa, in 
Israel-Palestine in the Middle East, in Timor-Leste in Asia and in Colombia and Haiti on the 
American continent. There has been some sort of armed conflict in all of these countries in 
the past decades, therefore, all these programmes focused on conflict resolution and 
intercultural understanding according to the categorisation of Levermore and Beacom. Table 
7 shows some details of these programmes, including their target groups, the sports used and 
Peace and Sport’s objective with these initiatives. In all the programmes, Peace and Sport 
supported local practitioners in carrying out ‘sport plus’ activities for young people. The most 
popular sport was athletics as all of these programmes featured it. The second most popular 
discipline was table tennis, used in four initiatives, whereas badminton, football and judo 
were used in three programmes. 
 
Table 7: Field programmes of Peace and Sport in 2012 
Place 
Peace and Sport’s 
objective 




Young people aged 
9-20 
Athletics, football, goal 
ball, judo, karate, netball, 
‘petit’ tennis, table football, 
table tennis, volleyball 
Ivory Coast 
To help local actors 
develop their education, 
integration and 
socialisation through sport 
projects 
Children and young 
people in difficult 
circumstances from 
disadvantaged areas 
Athletics, judo, rugby  
Israel-
Palestine 
To help local actors 
develop their education, 
Children and young 
people in youth 





Peace and Sport’s 
objective 
Target group Sports used 
integration and 
socialisation through sport 
projects 
centres in the 
lawless zone of 
Jerusalem 
Timor-Leste 
To help local actors 
develop their education, 
integration and 
socialisation through sport 
projects 
Children and young 
people in difficult 
circumstances  
Athletics, badminton, 
football, table tennis 
Colombia 
To help local actors 
develop their education, 
integration and 
socialisation through sport 
projects 




baseball, chess, frisbee 




To support local 
stakeholders in the 
development of their 
education, integration and 
socialisation through sport 
projects 




handball, judo, mini tennis, 
taekwondo, volleyball 
 
Legend: The table lists the field programmes of SDP NGO Peace and Sport in 2012. It presents the location and 
target group of each programme, along with Peace and Sport’s objective with the programmes and the sports 
that were used in them. 
 
The programme I participated in as a researcher in Cambodia in 2014 addressed the 
developmental challenge of quality education. The project falls into Levermore and 
Beacom’s category of having a “direct impact on physical and psychological health and 
general welfare”, as it provides children with physical education classes that would not be 
available for them otherwise. After the period when a highly autocratic and xenophobic 
regime led the country for four decades, the education system needed a complete 
reconstruction in the early 2000s. Physical education was not among the priorities, therefore, 
a multi-agent international partnership was built in order to re-integrate PE into the education 
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system of the country. Formed by an NGO, Hearts of Gold, the Cambodian Ministry of 
Education, Youth and Sport and the Japan International Cooperation Agency, the consortium 
has been working towards spreading a newly designed PE curriculum across the country’s 
primary schools, using a ‘train the trainer’ method. The curriculum uses various types of 
physical activities, including athletics, basketball, football, gymnastics, rhythm exercises and 
volleyball. 
Another project I worked on in 2014, was Be Fit In, a Swiss-Hungarian cooperation 
project. Its objective was to create a new and sustainable way to integrate migrants into their 
host communities through sport, therefore, targeted SDG #10 – Reducing Inequality – and 
SDG #16 – Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions. It fell into Levermore and Beacom’s 
category of conflict resolution and intercultural understanding, focusing on its second part. 
The final outcome of the 13-month long project was a set of guidelines to support sports 
organisations in their work with young people from migrant backgrounds. The document was 
an adaptation of a Swiss publication, modified to fit the Hungarian reality. It did not focus 
on any specific type of physical activity, but offered tips to all sorts of sports organisations 
on how to work with young people with migrant backgrounds. 
 
5.2 Stakeholders and their challenges 
 
My investigation into the types of stakeholders in SDP resulted in a comprehensive 
list, including different kinds of sport and development organisations, governmental and non-
governmental bodies and corporate entities. Two types of stakeholders have been identified 
that have not called much attention from researchers before, even so, they play important 
roles in SDP. The first type is the so-called ‘influential’ organisations that possess great 
amounts of field-specific social capital. They hold award ceremonies and organise 
networking events for the SDP community (Bardocz-Bencsik and Dóczi 2019a). As 
interview Respondent #5 said, “they act as a filter, and sometimes it becomes a barrier for 
the flow of resources to the local organisations”. The majority of these networking events are 
held in luxury hotels and have high registration fees, therefore are not accessible for most of 
the grassroots organisations, especially of the ones in the Third World. It means that the 
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events hosted by these intermediary organisations are networking opportunities for only a 
wealthier inner circle of SDP allowing them to convert their economic capital to various 
forms of field-specific capitals. 
The second type of SDP stakeholders is high-profile athletes, who are often involved 
in interventions as ambassador role models. Chapter 6.7.2 Key characteristics of successful 
athlete ambassadors of SDP explores the circumstances that are necessary for them to fulfil 
their role successfully. It turned out that these athletes need to be credible, authentic and need 
to have an expertise on the topic they work on. It also emerged that due to their fame they 
can reach a wide population through traditional and social media, but if their reputation gets 
damaged, it might affect the reputation of the SDP organisation they endorse. It also turned 
out that not only the general public, but the direct beneficiaries – most of the times young 
kids – must know them in order for them to become their role models. Even though these 
conditions as being known by the implementing organisations and having an understanding 
of SDP from the athletes’ side seems obvious, there are many SDP projects where the 
ambassador does not have the desired impact, as (s)he does not meet these criteria. Interview 
Respondent #2 has been working with many SDP organisations and finds it problematic when 
“the old Olympic winner gets to be nominated an ambassador, and you can’t even remember 
their name”. In order to avoid this and similar situations, it is crucial to involve high-profile 
ambassadors bearing in mind the identified set of criteria. 
Throughout the research, particular attention was given to the role of the UNOSDP, 
as it used to be an important agent in the field, acting as the entry point to the UN system 
with regards to sport. As the office was closed in 2017, and there has not been clear 
communication on its successor within the UN system, its closure still holds an uncertain 
legacy. 
The connections among the identified stakeholders are various. Most implementing 
organisations are NGOs that cooperate in project delivery, but also compete with each other 
for resources. These implementing organisations often play a subordinate role in their 
relationship with funding organisations, as they depend on economic capital from these 
sponsors to be able to run their activities. Most of the missing connections in SDP derive 
from lack of communication, both within an organisation and among organisations. 
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Both the literature and my research identify the overly positive, vague statements on 
the power of sport as one of the most significant challenges of SDP. Mostly, SDP NGOs use 
this kind of rhetoric, but Coalter calls out the United Nations for it as well. He states that the 
UN makes “unrealistically ambitious claims” about sport’s potential to contribute to social 
change (Coalter 2007a). This misconception goes hand in hand with the lack of knowledge 
about SDP within development circles. This is also related to the fact that SDP organisations 
lack connections to the wider development movement, a challenge identified by Levermore 
and Beacom (2009).  
Lacking proper project management due to scarce financial resources is a complex 
and prevalent challenge. A crucial part of project management is monitoring and evaluation, 
and it often lacks in SDP initiatives. Oftentimes they are regarded as an “optional accessory 
of any project”, and not considered as “an indispensable part of project design” (Meier 2013). 
Based on her field studies on four continents, Preti states that conducting M&E requires 
proper institutional capacity and also great investment of time and effort. In field projects, 
scarce financial resources often hinder organisations from conducting adequate M&E (Preti 
2012). In many instances, M&E is only done because it is a requirement from the sponsor 
organisation, and showcases only success stories. As the lack of finances is an often-noted 
challenge in SDP, this M&E practice seems understandable. Implementers face manifold 
challenges apart from financial scarcity, including lack of adequate human resources and 
poor infrastructure. These challenges can vary depending on the project structure, the 
location, and the implementing partners as well and can be reduced by using Coalter’s 
programme theory in project-building and implementation. 
 
5.3 Hungarian outlook 
 
A main objective of the dissertation was to carry out a comprehensive research into 
SDP in Hungary, as such work is so far lacking in the literature. At first, I carried out a review 





5.3.1 Scientific works on the topic of SDP in Hungarian 
 
It was mentioned earlier that so far there have been only a handful of papers published 
in Hungarian on SDP, using the term, SDP. One of them was published in Physical 
Education, Sport, Science (Testnevelés, Sport, Tudomány) in 2017 (Bardocz-Bencsik and 
Dóczi 2017) presenting a case study on how an international consortium works on re-
introducing physical education (PE) in Cambodian public schools. In 2018 another study was 
published in Civil Review (Civil Szemle), focusing on the role of the United Nations in the 
SDP sector (Bardocz-Bencsik et al. 2018). Most recently, a review on the English and 
Hungarian language SDP literature was presented in Culture and Community (Kultúra és 
Közösség), which serves as a basis of the 2.3 Relevant typologies in the English language 
literature of SDP subchapter and this subchapter (Bardocz-Bencsik and Dóczi 2019b). 
Based on keyword search in Google Scholar and the Repertory of Hungarian 
Scientific Works (Magyar Tudományos Művek Tára), there are no more Hungarian scientific 
works on SDP, using the term SDP and/or its synonyms. Notwithstanding, several 
publications claim that participation in sport can have social benefits. Biróné (2004) claims 
that sport has a community-building power, it is a specific way of cooperation, and it has an 
essential role in personality development. She also claims that sport encourages the 
individual to take actions beyond the sports field, therefore supports realistic goal-setting. 
Oftentimes young people take up deviant behaviour – such as alcohol and/or drug 
consumption and smoking – because they are bored. However, as these habits are not really 
compatible with practising sport, in this regard, sport has a protective role (Földesiné et al. 
2010).  
Even without using the term SDP, numerous papers were published on the topic of 
SDP. In the following, I present some of them briefly. 
The social inclusion of minorities and other disadvantaged groups through sport is 
part of sport for development; however, no reference to SDP has been made in the following 
studies, dealing with the topic. One of the reasons can be that the European Union (EU) does 
not use the term SDP, as they refer to the ‘social dimension of sport’ instead. The EU 
acknowledges the role that sport can play in social inclusion, which is the reason why these 
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are the terms that appear in EU policy documents and calls for EU-level project proposals 
(European Commission 2007, European Commission 2018). Therefore, the term SDP has 
not been incorporated into EU sport policy jargon. Among the Hungarian research papers 
that deal with social inclusion through sport, a paper written by Dóczi (2012) on the Creating 
a Level Playing Field EU project is worth mentioning. In 2014, Dóczi, with co-authors Gál 
and Sáringerné wrote another paper on social inclusion through sport, entitled A fizikai 
aktivitás és a sport magyarországi dimenzióinak feltárása (Exploring the Hungarian 
dimensions of physical activity and sport) in the framework of a Social Renewal Operational 
Programme project (Dóczi et al. 2014). 
Also in 2014, Keszti and Dóczi published a paper on the Homeless World Cup and 
Hungarian involvement in it, examining the role of sport in reaching societal goals. 
Dániel Bacsák and his co-authors wrote a research paper on a football team called Orczy-
kerti Farkasok (Wolves of Orczy-kert), presenting the team that consists of underprivileged, 
mostly Roma youth. The main idea behind the team comes from the team coach, who believes 
in the power of sport to help the team members quit their underprivileged status (Bacsák et 
al. 2015).  
Ágnes Sztankovics wrote her doctoral dissertation on the midnight table tennis 
programme, operated by the Hungarian Midnight Sports Association, presenting the initiative 
– thus sport – as a way of preventing illegal behaviour (2016). The initial idea of midnight 
sport as a tool of prevention comes from the United States, where basketball has been offered 
to underprivileged young people as an alternative activity during night hours, instead of 
involvement in criminal acts. Even though Sztankovics found that the Hungarian programme 
did not attract specifically the underprivileged target group, the concept of midnight sport for 
prevention certainly fits into the SDP theme. 
My keyword search in Google Scholar and the Repertory of Hungarian Scientific 
Works did not provide any results regarding publications in Hungarian that focus on high-
level athletes’ involvement in SDP. Therefore, I assume that there has not been any scientific 




5.3.2 SDP-related policy and practice in Hungary 
 
My review of the Hungarian SDP literature indicates that both practice and research 
are in their early stages in Hungary. Some research has been carried out on sport as a non-
formal education tool, or a means for social inclusion and crime prevention, but these studies 
did not refer to the SDP concept. The reason for this is that the term SDP has not been 
introduced in Hungarian; therefore, no researcher or organisation started using it, before this 
PhD project. It is particularly difficult to introduce the term in Hungarian due to a linguistic 
challenge. ‘Development’ can be translated into Hungarian referring to the process when 
someone/something progresses due to its efforts (fejlődés), but it can also be translated as a 
process driven by an agent, which leads to the progression of another entity (fejlesztés). This 
linguistic challenge is apparent in the communication of the UN Association of Hungary: 
communicating about the MDGs and SDGs in Hungarian, they use different versions of the 
word ‘development’ (UN Association of Hungary website, accessed on 13 August 2019). 
In my scientific works in Hungarian I am using the word ‘fejlődés’, as I believe that 
real positive change can only occur in individuals and communities if they take an active part 
in the process that leads to that change (Bardocz-Bencsik and Dóczi 2017, Bardocz-Bencsik 
et al. 2018, Bardocz-Bencsik and Dóczi 2019b). 
I examined some Hungarian policy documents, seeking suggestions on the use of 
sport to reach developmental goals. None of these documents used the term SDP, however, 
they did suggest utilising sport’s potential to reach several societal goals.  
The National Sport Strategy emphasises that sport is one of the most effective tools for 
prevention, social self-organisation, creating a level playing field and the reproduction of 
competitive human resources (Sport XXI. Nemzeti Sportstratégia 2007). The document also 
claims that sport can be a tool that supports disadvantaged groups in their social convergence.  
According to the strategy, Hungarian sport politics have several societal objectives, for 
instance, developing community relationships and creating equal opportunities through sport. 
Another governmental strategy, namely the Hungarian National Convergence Strategy II. 
mentions sport several times, mostly when suggesting cross-sectoral programmes for the 
convergence of the long-term needy, children of poor families and Roma people. The 
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document suggests harmonising the efforts of the education sector, the child protection 
sector, the social sector, the cultural sector and the sport sector to reach the objectives of the 
strategy. The document claims that sport participation offers opportunities for young people 
to get out of poverty, establish a healthy lifestyle and strengthen their sense of belonging 
(Emberi Erőforrások Minisztériuma 2014). I also examined the national strategy of public 
health. The document entitled Az Egészség Évtizedének Johan Béla Nemzeti Programja 
(2003) highlights the importance of regular physical activity as a tool for the prevention of 
numerous health problems. As one of the strategic directions of the implementation of the 
strategy, the development of co-operation among different stakeholders is mentioned. 
Particular emphasis is put on the coordination of the work done by the different governmental 
actors (Az Egészség Évtizedének Johan Béla Nemzeti Programja 2003). Lastly, I examined 
the current act on sport. The act acknowledges the social role of sport and claims that the 
state shall support the sport of children and young people, families and women, 
disadvantaged groups and people with disabilities – and does it in the spirit of providing 
equal opportunities for all (Act I. of 2004 on sport). Apart from this, no further reference can 
be found in the Hungarian sports legislation on how sport can be a tool to reach 
developmental goals. 
 Throughout my desk research, I was looking for Hungarian references of SDP 
organisations and projects on a grassroots level. I found one organisation registered on the 
sportanddev.org platform, called Pro Cive Mobili Association (A Mozgó Cívisért Egyesület), 
a Debrecen-based NGO which was founded in 2010. The main objective of the association 
is to help individuals and organisations orient themselves in the world of sports and physical 
activities. It organises youth sport and company sports events and carries out research on the 
topic of corporate social responsibility (A Mozgó Cívisért Egyesület website, accessed on 13 
August 2019). 
I have not found any initiative around the International Day of Sport for Development 
and Peace from Hungary on sportanddev.org. Nonetheless, I complemented the search for 
Hungarian initiatives on april6.org and in the Final Report of each year’s april6 campaign. 
There, in the six years of the IDSDP campaign, I found three references to Hungarian 
initiatives. In 2017, the Hungarian Kick-Boxing World Cup was registered on the platform, 
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while in 2019, the Hungarian National Table Tennis Day was uploaded there. In the Final 
Report of the 2018 campaign, there is a reference to an event called Equal Opportunities in 
Sports, Hungary; however, it was not uploaded to the april6.org platform. As both the kick-
boxing and the table tennis event would have been organised without the IDSDP anyway, it 
can be concluded that the IDSDP campaign has not sparked notable interest in Hungary.  
Regarding high-profile athletes’ involvement in SDP, I found one Hungarian 
reference. Based on my research on sportanddev.org and the ‘Look to the Stars’ website, only 
Zsolt Mórádi works in SDP as ambassador. The ten-time kick-boxing world champion is 
involved with Peace and Sport as one of their Champions for Peace. He takes part in the 
social media campaign around the IDSDP since 2017, and in 2019 he led a series of kick-
boxing workshops in a refugee camp in Jordan (Peace and Sport 2019). The event was 
organised in celebration of the IDSDP. 
These sporadic Hungarian endeavours in SDP could be increased if information and 
encouragement would be spread among sports and development organisations country-wide. 
This could be done through a top-down approach, initiated by relevant ministries, sport 
governing bodies and other organisations. In Chapter 8.3 Recommendations for the 






In this chapter, firstly, I check my hypotheses, then reflect on the SDP sector based 
on my experience as a practitioner. Lastly, in order to introduce and further promote SDP in 
Hungary, I formulated some recommendations to the institutional stakeholders of the 
Hungarian sport and development sectors. 
 
6.1 Answering the research questions and checking the hypotheses 
 
Regarding the research questions about the geographical distribution of organisations 
operating in SDP worldwide, and the location of their headquarters and of their field projects, 
I formulated two hypotheses. I check H1a and H1b later in this chapter. Regarding the research 
questions about the patterns in the growth of the SDP sector, I formulated H2, and I check it 
later in this chapter as well. 
The third set of research questions were about the challenges in the SDP sector and 
whether there are any links between the types of challenges and the types of organisations 
facing them. The overly positive, ‘evangelistic’, vague claims about SDP in the public 
discourse is one of the biggest challenges for the whole sector, along with the lack of 
knowledge about SDP within development circles. Inadequate project management is 
challenging for practitioners and funders alike.  Challenges typically encountered by 
practitioners include lack of funding and lack of adequate human resources, along with poor 
infrastructure. Representatives of academia find it challenging for the sector that there is a 
substantial gap between academic research on and practical work in SDP. 
The next research question was about the key characteristics of high-level athletes’ 
involvement in SDP. Regarding the quantitative characteristics of athlete ambassadors, I 
found that around 11% of SDP organisations work with them. One-third of these 
organisations work with a single ambassador, another third works with two to five athletes, 
while the last third works with more than five ambassadors, with some cooperating with more 
than 80 high-level sportspeople. My results also show that around two percent of world-class 
celebrities that work for charitable causes are high-profile athletes involved in SDP. 
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Regarding the qualitative characteristics of athletes involved in SDP as ambassadors, it 
turned out that credibility, authenticity and some expertise are needed from the athletes to 
fulfil their role. Nonetheless, credibility is fragile, as it can be lost if the athlete gets embroiled 
in a scandal. 
The last research question was how the Hungarian SDP scene can be described. I 
found that there are no organisations in Hungary that are purposefully carrying out SDP 
initiatives, using the term of SDP. There was only one Hungarian organisation found on the 
IPSD, but it does not use the term SDP in its communication, nor does it refer to any UN 
policy regarding SDP. I have also found that there are organisations that carry out activities 
that can be qualified as SDP, even though they are not part of the global SDP network, neither 
do they reflect on UN policies with regards to SDP. Two of them are Orczy-kerti Farkasok 
and the Hungarian Midnight Sports Association. Additional research revealed that none of 
the Hungarian initiatives on the april6.org platform were events celebrating the International 
Day of Sport for Development and Peace primarily, but they were rather events that have 
happened anyway and uploading them to the april6.org platform gave them additional 
exposure.  
With regards to the hypotheses, I accept H1a, which assumed that organisations doing 
SDP are spread on every inhabited continent, with most organisations carrying out field 
projects in the so-called Third World. My desk research found organisations carrying out 
SDP activities in Africa, the Americas, Asia, Australia and the Pacific region and Europe. I 
also found that 59.37% of these organisations deliver projects exclusively in the Third World, 
while an additional 24.05% implement projects in both the First and the Third World. It 
means that 83.41% of the organisations in the database implement SDP activities in the Third 
World. 
I partly accept H1b. This hypothesis presumed that most of those organisations that 
carry out field projects in the ‘developed world’, have their headquarters in the ‘developed 
world’, while the majority of those working on the field in the ‘developing world’, have their 
headquarters in the ‘developed world’. It turned out that 267 organisations in the database 
implement projects in the First World, out of which 257 have their headquarters there as well 
(96.25%). Therefore, the first part of the hypothesis is accepted. On the other hand, 548 
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organisations in the database work in the ‘developing world’, and 316 of them (57.66%) have 
their headquarters in the ‘developing world’ as well. It means that only 232 organisations 
(42.34%) have their headquarters in the ‘developed world’, which is not the majority of them. 
Therefore, this part of the hypothesis is rejected. 
I partly accept H2, which assumed that there have been several ‘booms’ in the 
foundation of SDP organisations worldwide, following some milestones in the policy 
context. The yearly average of organisations founded in the first three periods of SDP history 
(1993-2000, 2001-2004, 2005-2012) doubled in each period compared to the previous one. 
However, in the last period (2013-2017), there was a significant drop compared to the yearly 
average of the previous era, and it even went below the yearly average of the second period. 
It happened despite some developments in the policy context, such as the introduction of the 
International Year of Sport for Development and Peace.  
 
6.2 Personal reflections on the field 
 
As a researcher, I critically examined my findings, holding back my personal opinion 
throughout the dissertation. Nevertheless, in this chapter, I would like to reflect on some of 
the results, based on my experience as an SDP practitioner. 
Firstly, I would like to draw attention to the substantial gap between research and 
practice in SDP. It has been identified as a critical issue of the sector by interview Respondent 
#1 and numerous researchers. What I noticed while working on a long-term project in 
Cambodia and a pilot initiative in Hungary, is that practitioners are barely aware of the 
resources that are developed by academics to support project delivery. For instance, Coalter’s 
sport for development programme theory would be a helpful tool to be used by practitioners. 
Moreover, there is a myriad of research findings published in academic journals that could 
also help improve the quality of SDP projects, but apart from rare exceptions, they are not 
accessible, neither easily understandable for practitioners. I believe that both Coalter’s theory 
and other academic works should be transformed into free-to-access hands-on guides and 
published on the International Platform on Sport and Development and other relevant 
webpages to support SDP practitioners. 
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Secondly, it is important to note that SDP programmes are oftentimes delivered under 
circumstances that are unimaginable for someone living in the First World, including 
researchers. This is the most important lesson I learned while I was helping project delivery 
in Cambodia. The institutional partners of that physical education project were grammar 
schools across the country. Most of them did not have an indoor sports facility, which made 
project delivery almost impossible during the four-month-long rainy season. In several 
schools, drinking water was also lacking, something, that is a given in the developed world. 
I fully accept that researchers need to be critical, but what I experienced in the South-East 
Asian country made me develop a new approach to research: first, I try to understand why a 
project element is delivered in a particular, often questionable way, and then I put on my 
‘critical glasses’. This approach also has helped me read academic studies about SDP in a 
slightly different manner. I intend to develop this thinking further and adapt my academic 
writing to it. 
Thirdly, I noticed a discrepancy within the funding structure of SDP programmes in 
general. Funders often ask beneficiaries to make long-term impacts with short-term 
interventions. Several researchers pointed out that it is already difficult to prove the impact 
that SDP projects make, and in my opinion, it is impossible to make this impact in a provable 
way within a one-year funding cycle. My idea is in line with what Morton Schmidt claimed 
at the ninth UK Sport Development Network conference in 2019. He, a representative of a 
grant-giving organisation, the Laureus Sport For Good Foundation said that it is “unfair to 
expect long-term impacts from one-year contracts”.  
Still related to reporting is the proper execution of monitoring and evaluation. In my 
journey as a practitioner, I often noticed poor M&E practices, which meant that reports were 
written solely because they were compulsory elements of the project, but were not used to 
develop the project any further. I fully agree with interview Respondent #6, who stated that 
“sometimes the report is only made and then I don’t know who learns from it, or if this 
learning is perpetuated somewhere”. 
Fourthly, I have noticed the same difficulty in circulating information within an 
organisation, which was noticed by Respondent #7, a former staff member of UNOSDP. I 
have been involved in the organisation of one of the most high-level networking events in 
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SDP, the Peace and Sport International Forum, and saw world-leading politicians, ministers 
of sport, leaders of UN institutions and international sport governing bodies and high-profile 
athletes gather with other participants from the sector. It is indeed beneficial for SDP to have 
the engagement of the highest-level political leaders and decision-makers of sport governing 
bodies, but it is questionable how much their presence at these events can spin off to the level 
of action in their respective organisations. The internal flow of information depends on the 
size, structure and culture of organisations, something that is impossible for me to influence. 
Nonetheless, at every given opportunity, I advocate for circulating information within and 
among organisations. In this resource-scarce sector, it is a luxury not to make the most of our 
resources, including information and contacts. 
Lastly, organisations based in English-speaking countries have a clear advantage in 
communication, networking and the global competition for funding over those that do not 
use English in their communication. Therefore, it is essential to create and use regional hubs 
for information-sharing, using other languages. A great example of this is the initiative of 
Alexander Cardenas, a Colombian researcher-practitioner, who created an online platform 
for Spanish-speaking SDP practitioners. At the time of my last visit on the platform, it listed 
76 organisations in Spain and Latin America that work in SDP (Plataforma para el Deporte, 
el Desarrollo y la Paz website, accessed on 24 July 2019).  For comparison, on the 
International Platform on Sport and Development, 34 organisations have been listed on the 
same date that have their headquarters in Spanish-speaking countries. Another example of 
providing information about SDP in a language other than English is the French version of 
the IPSD. Even though only limited content of the platform is available in French, it is 
certainly an excellent opportunity for French-speaking practitioners to read about SDP. 
Online platforms in other languages would provide further networking opportunities for 
practitioners for whom English content is not available. Creating a Hungarian-language hub 




6.3 Recommendations for the promotion of SDP in Hungary 
 
SDP programmes in Hungary could primarily target socially disadvantaged groups, 
especially those with multiple disadvantages. The disadvantaged situation can originate from 
the geographical location, the economic situation and/or the ethnic-cultural background of 
people. Health awareness is in correlation with one’s socioeconomic status (Bauman et al. 
2012), and a manifestation of health awareness is being physically active. Therefore, it is 
important to target the disadvantaged groups – that are typically less active physically – to 
do more sports. If these programmes are designed to attain specific development and peace 
objectives in addition, they qualify as SDP programmes. For instance, people living in 
disadvantaged subregions in Hungary; children of low-income and/or single-parent families; 
people of Roma ethnicity; young people who are not in education, employment or training 
and people with disabilities could be the primary target groups of such programmes, be them 
‘sport-plus’ or ‘plus-sport’ initiatives.  
As a top-down approach, the introduction and promotion of SDP in Hungary could 
happen through raising awareness about the sector among the key institutional stakeholders. 
As the Ministry of Human Capacities is responsible for sport and youth politics within the 
Hungarian government, their increased knowledge about the sector is of crucial importance. 
Within the Ministry, the State Secretariat for Sport and the State Secretariat for International 
Affairs could be the ones where the concept of SDP could be used the most. It would be 
beneficial for these institutions to familiarise themselves with the publication of the SDPIWG 
(2008a), which forms recommendations to governments with regards to their SDP work. 
Governments can support SDP through implementing projects and also through legislation. 
An example of how a government works on the topic of SDP in a comprehensive 
manner is the one of Canada. Canadian Heritage, a governmental department, provides 
financial support for various SDP-related programmes, such as the International 
Development through Sport and Canadian Sport Leadership Corps programmes of 
Commonwealth Games Canada since 1993; it advocates for development through sport 
within and external to the government; it supports policy-development with regards to SDP; 
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and contributes to the review of governmental documents, making recommendations on how 
to embed SDP into them (SDPIWG 2008b). 
An example of government legislation that supports SDP is the Sport Incentive in 
Brazil, a legislation that allows citizens to spend up to six percent of their income taxes on 
investments in sports activities and projects. Moreover, legal entities could spend up to one 
percent of their revenue-based taxes on sports activities (SDPIWG 2008a). 
An example of governmental SDP project is the Peer Coaching Programme in 
Tanzania, which is an HIV/AIDS prevention programme using mostly team sports and peer-
to-peer learning methods. In the programme, more than 1000 unemployed youth had been 
trained until 2008, who then educated their peers about HIV/AIDS in their local communities 
(SDPIWG 2008a).  
Getting to know these good examples would help the Hungarian Ministry in making 
its first steps towards working with the concept of SDP. Additionally, the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs and Trade could be informed about the sector and its potential in establishing and 
developing international relations among countries.  
Hungary’s bilateral agreements on youth and sport with other countries could 
potentially be the frameworks of international SDP projects. Many of these bilateral 
agreements are rather symbolic documents of diplomacy than concrete actions with allocated 
funding for them. (Bardocz-Bencsik et al. 2018). Nonetheless, it would be beneficial for the 
establishment of the SDP sector in Hungary to materialise these agreements with cooperation 
projects that utilise sport for development and/or peace. As these projects would need some 
funding to be realised, first of all, clear political will would be needed for them.  
It is worth noting that there is a governmental will to support elite football academies 
in bordering countries, in geographical areas that formerly belonged to Hungary. So far, 
Croatian, Romanian, Serbian, Slovakian, Slovenian and Ukrainian academies benefitted 
from financial support from the Bethlen Gábor Foundation. The primary objective of the 
beneficiary organisations is player development, and the Hungarian financial support is 
mostly spent on facility development (Bethlen Gábor Alapkezelő Zrt. website, accessed on 
12 August 2019). Nevertheless, some SDP elements could be added to the curricula of these 
academies: using football as a non-formal educational tool, the young players could learn 
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about intercultural understanding, anti-discriminatory behaviour and other values. This 
programming would mean turning a purely sport programme to a ‘sport plus’ initiative. 
It would be beneficial to raise awareness about SDP among the national sport 
umbrella organisations, such as the Hungarian Olympic Committee, the Hungarian 
Competitive Sport Federation, the Hungarian Paralympic Committee and the Hungarian 
School Sport Federation. These organisations have members across the country; therefore, 
they could further promote the SDP concept among their membership, reaching down to the 
local-level organisations. Raising awareness among these umbrella organisations about 
foreign national-level good practices could help them get to know and understand the 
concept.  
The members of the corporate sector are still yet to become integral partners in SDP 
initiatives worldwide. In Hungary, multinational companies could be reached through their 
international parent companies that are already involved in SDP. Microsoft Hungary could 
be one of the first companies to reach out to, as its parent company is the global partner of 
Right To Play, one of the most recognised international SDP organisations. Microsoft 
supports the SDP NGO through Microsoft Philanthropies, its corporate social responsibility 
programme (Right to Play website, accessed on 13 April 2020). Another company to contact 
could be Coca-Cola Hungary, as The Coca-Cola Foundation is the partner of the 
streetfootballworld network, a global network of organisations that use football for social 
change. The two entities have cooperated since 2014, and have conducted two projects 
together so far; one on distributing football balls in Germany, and one on an SDP 
methodology using football (streetfootballworld website, accessed on 13 April 2020). 
I recommend the Hungarian higher education institutions to include SDP in the 
curricula of all sports professionals. This recommendation is based on the positive example 
of the University of Physical Education, which started a specialised training course in the 
2018/2019 school year named International sports relations – sports diplomacy, which 
contains an entire course on SDP. I do recommend the University of Physical Education to 
keep SDP in the curricula of this course and to integrate SDP-related topics into its other 
courses. I also recommend other higher education institutions in Hungary to put SDP into the 
curricula of sports professional students. 
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The promotion of SDP among the Hungarian population would not be complete 
without awareness-raising among and through members of civil society. I believe that it could 
only be realised through the involvement of the above-mentioned national-level stakeholders 
and their cooperation. Civil – regional and local level – organisations and informal groups 
could benefit from understanding SDP whether they already use sport and play in their 
activities or not yet.  
An effective way of SDP work in Hungary could be through cross-sectoral 
partnerships. As Keim has noted, a multi-stakeholder approach in partnership-building is 
crucial in the sector (Keim 2012). On the macro level, different sectors of national 
development policy could co-operate in incorporating SDP into their work. Sport policy, 
public education and public health policies, policy for rural development and policy on the 
integration of Roma people are the ones that could co-ordinate their efforts in establishing 
cross-sectoral partnerships around SDP. Within the Ministry of Human Capacities, the State 
Secretariat for Sport and the State Secretariat for International Affairs could work together 
to set up plans to integrate SDP into different policy documents, and they could be supported 
by national-level sport governing bodies, such as the Hungarian Olympic Committee. On the 
grassroots level, sports clubs could partner with civil organisations that promote different 
causes – such as women’s empowerment, minority rights, disease prevention – and they 
could work out a curriculum that uses sport as a non-formal education tool to reach the 
objectives of the civil organisation. 
In order to support the introduction of the concept of SDP in Hungary, I intend to 
disseminate my research findings to several potential SDP stakeholders, including the State 
Secretariat for Sport in the Ministry of Human Capacities, the Hungarian Olympic 
Committee and the Hungarian Competitive Sport Federation. Along with providing these 
bodies with access to my research papers, I will initiate discussions with them about SDP 
and about how they can start working with the concept. In case there is an interest in these 
organisations to connect to already existing grassroots-level initiatives that qualify as SDP, I 
would be most willing to connect them to discuss future collaboration in establishing the 





The present dissertation investigates the global sport for development and peace (SDP) field, 
with a special focus on Hungary. The objective of the PhD thesis is to explore the historical 
growth and current spread of the SDP community around the globe; to get to know the 
stakeholders of the sector and their challenges; to explore high-profile athletes’ involvement 
in SDP, and to present the current situation in Hungary with regards to using sport as a tool 
for development. Bourdieu’s field theory was used as the theoretical basis of the research, 
whereas several conceptual frameworks were also applied, namely neocolonialism, Coalter’s 
‘sport plus’ and ‘plus sport’ concepts and his sport for development programme theory, and 
the ‘development celebrity’ and ‘star/poverty space’ concepts. During the research, 
qualitative methods (in-depth interviews, n=15, survey, n=30) and a quantitative method 
(desk research) were applied. The research results indicate that the global SDP community 
has been continuously growing since 1993, and this growth has been affected by some 
milestones in the international policy context and institutionalisation. Currently, SDP 
initiatives run on all continents by a multitude of types of organisations and their networks, 
including sport and development organisations; both governmental and non-governmental 
organisations, however, the involvement of the corporate sector is limited. The challenges of 
these stakeholders are numerous, including the misunderstanding of the role of sport in 
development and peace-related operations, management-related problems – including the 
ones coming from the neocolonial approach to SDP – and scarce funding. High-level 
athletes’ involvement as ambassadors is a way to promote SDP at large and specific 
initiatives, but several conditions are needed for the athletes to be meaningful contributors to 
SDP. An outlook to Hungary shows that the concept of SDP is not present in official policy 
documents, neither in work on the community level. Nonetheless, there is a handful of 
projects in Hungary that can be qualified as SDP, but they do not participate in the global 
SDP network. My suggestion based on my research findings is that potential Hungarian SDP 
stakeholders shall familiarise themselves with the concept of SDP and utilise its potential. It 
could be done by building cross-sectoral partnerships involving stakeholders of the sport and 




Jelen doktori értekezés a ‘sporttal a fejlődésért és a békéért’ (SDP) globális területét járja 
körül, magyarországi kitekintéssel. A disszertációban az SDP világméretű közösségének a 
történelem során bekövetkezett növekedését és jelenlegi elterjedtségét kívántam vizsgálni. A 
disszertációnak szintén célja volt megismerni az ágazat szereplőit és kihívásaikat; körüljárni 
a neves élsportolók szerepét a szektorban, valamint bemutatni a magyarországi helyzetet az 
SDP területén. 
Bourdieu mezőelmélete szolgált a kutatás elméleti alapjául, míg további négy konceptuális 
keret segítette az SDP mint társadalmi mező működésének jobb megértését. Ezek a 
neokolonializmus, Coalter ‘sport plusz’ és ‘plusz sport’ koncepciói, a sport a fejlődésért 
programelmélet szintén Coaltertől, valamint a ‘fejlesztési hírességek’ és ‘sztárok/szegénység 
tér’ koncepciók. A kutatás során kvalitatív (mélyinterjúk, n=15, kérdőív, n=30) és kvantitatív 
(adatbázis-elemzés) módszereket is használtam, hogy az SDP területének mennyiségi és 
minőségi aspektusait is be tudjam mutatni. 
A kutatási eredmények arra engednek következtetni, hogy az SDP globális közössége 1993 
óta folyamatosan növekszik, és erre a növekedésre hatással volt néhány mérföldkő a 
nemzetközi politikai kontextusban és az intézményesülés folyamatában. Jelenleg minden 
kontinensen szerveznek SDP projekteket különféle típusú szervezetek és az ő hálózataik, 
mint például sport-, illetve fejlesztési szervezetek; kormányzati és nem-kormányzati 
szervezetek, ugyanakkor a magánszektor jelenléte csekély. Az ágazat szereplői számos 
kihívással küzdenek, mint például a sport szerepének félreértelmezésével a fejlesztési és 
béketeremtési programokban, a projektek menedzsmentjével kapcsolatos nehézségekkel – 
köztük azokkal, amelyek az SDP neokolonialisztikus megközelítéséből adódnak –, és a 
korlátozott anyagi források okozta problémákkal. Híres élsportolók nagykövetként történő 
alkalmazása az SDP projektekben egy lehetséges módja nemcsak maga az SDP 
népszerűsítésének, hanem konkrét programokénak is, ugyanakkor számos feltételnek kell 
teljesülnie ahhoz, hogy ezek a sportolók valóban érdemben tudják támogatni az SDP 
szektorát. A magyarországi kitekintés során kiderült, hogy az SDP koncepciója nincs jelen 
sem kormányzati politikai dokumentumokban, sem pedig közösségi szintű projektekben. 
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Ugyanakkor van néhány olyan magyar kezdeményezés, amely befér az SDP kategóriájába, 
de ezek nem csatlakoztak rá az SDP nemzetközi hálózatára. Kutatási eredményeim alapján 
megfogalmazott javaslataim között szerepel, hogy az ágazat potenciális magyarországi 
szereplői ismerkedjenek meg az SDP koncepciójával és aknázzák ki a benne rejlő 
lehetőségeket. Ez történhet szektorokon átívelő partnerkapcsolatok kialakításával, bevonva 
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I. List of respondents of the in-depth interviews 
 
[code – organisation – role within the organisation] 
1. Streetfootballworld – co-founder and network director  
2. Swiss Academy for Development - former executive director at sportanddev.org  
3. Roger Federer Foundation – CEO 
4. Swiss Academy for Development – senior project manager at sportanddev.org 
5. University of Brighton – professor and NGO co-founder  
6. Peace and Sport – former international relations officer 
7. United Nations Office on Sport for Development and Peace – former staff member 
8. funding organisation – development manager 
9. N/A – practitioner in Latin-America and the Caribbean 
10. Hearts of Gold NGO – country director 
11. German Corporation for International Cooperation – regional manager 
12. Open University of Catalonia – researcher  
13. Comic Relief – programme manager 
14. University of Tsukuba – former researcher 




II. List of survey questions 
 
When was your organisation established? If you don't know the exact date, the year would 
be enough to indicate. 
Date: 
 
Where is your organisation working on sport for development projects? If it works in 
several continents, please list them all. 
Africa 
Asia (other than the Middle-East) 
Europe 
South and Central America 




How big is your organisation regarding the permanent number of staff? (Including the 
number of volunteers and interns) 
Your answer: 




I don't know 
If your previous answer was yes, please state what tool(s) do you use. Please indicate all 
that you use. * 
Own website 
Organisation's Facebook page 
Organisation's Twitter page 
Organisation's YouTube channel 
Organisation's FlickR page 
Organisation's Instagram page 
Team Player and/or Organisational profile on sportanddev.org 
Other: 






If your answer to the previous question was yes, please indicate who deals with the online 
communication 
Permanent paid member of staff, fully dedicated to online communication 
Permanent member of paid staff, whose duties include online communication 
Permanently - volunteers 
Permanently - interns 
From time to time - paid staff members 
From time to time - volunteers 
From time to time – interns 
 
Why do you communicate online? Please indicate the two most relevant reasons 
To give our news to our local community 
To give our news to the global SDP community 
To give our news to our current partners, donors on a voluntary basis 
To give our news to our current partners, donors as part of our partnership agreement 
To find partners for future activities 
Other: 








From the following list, which are the terms that you are familiar with? Please check the 

















Not at all important - Very important 
1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7 – 8 – 9 – 10 
 
Do you build your audience by paid advertisements? 
yes 
no 
I don't know 
 
The following question refers to your organisation's Facebook page. If your organisation 
doesn't have a Facebook page, leave out this question. 
How often do you post on your Facebook page? 
More than once a day 
Once a day 
Once in every two-days 
1-4 times a week 
1 time in 2-3 weeks 
Less frequently than 2-3 weeks 
 
The following questions refer to your organisation's Twitter account. If your organisation 
doesn't have a Twitter account, leave out these questions. 
How often do you tweet? 
More than 5 times a day 
3-5 times a day 
1-2 times a day 
6-4 times a week 
1-3 times a week 
1-3 times in two weeks 
1-3 times in a month 
Less frequently than monthly 
 
Please indicate what tools you use on Twitter. Please indicate all that you use. 
Retweet 
Using # (hashtag) 














If your previous answer was yes, please specify. Please mark all topics that your 
organisation addresses. 
girls’ and women’s empowerment 
disease prevention 
economic development 
literacy and numeracy 












If you are not fully satisfied with your web-based communication, please indicate in 3-4 
sentences, what are the constrains why you are not as active as you would like to be? 
Your answer: 
 
What do you consider to be the biggest challenge(s) for your organisation working in SDP? 
(Please indicate maximum three challenges) 
Your answer: 
 
What do you consider to be the biggest challenge(s) for you personally working in SDP? 
(Please indicate maximum three challenges) 
Your answer: 






What is the name of your organisation? (Answering this question is optional. Please note that by 





What is your name and your contact details? (Answering this question is optional. Please note that by 
answering this question, you let your name be shared with the public and be your name associated with your 
organisation. By giving your contact details, you allow the researcher to contact you if further questions 
arise.) 
Your answer: 
